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Executive!summary!
!
The! present! document! is! a! deliverable! of! the! CATALYST! project,! funded! by! the! European! Commission’s! DirectorateGGeneral! for!
Communications! Networks,! Content! &! Technology! (DG! CONNECT),! under! its! 7th! EU! Framework! Programme! for! Research! and!
Technological!Development!(FP7).!
!
This!deliverable!reports!on!Task!2.2,!whose!goal!was!to!specify!the!analytics!needed!to!achieve!CATALYSTs!mission!of!creating!nextG
generation! social! innovation! platforms.! In! the! following! the! report!will! briefly! review,! as! background,! the! weaknesses! of! current!
social!innovation!technologies!as!well!as!the!approach!that!CATALYST!is!taking!to!address!these!problems.!It!then!identifies!the!role!
that! analytics! play! in! CATALYST,! and! describes! the! methodology! for! identifying! which! analytics! are! needed.! The! analysis! results!
themselves!are!available!in!the!appendix.!
!
!
!
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1.!

Weaknesses!with!current!social!innovation!technology!

!
Humanity!now!finds!itself!faced!with!highly!complex!and!often!highly!contentious!challenges!–!such!as!climate!change,!the!spread!
of! disease,! international! security,! scientific! collaborations,! product! development,! and! so! on! G! that! call! upon! us! to! bring! together!
large!numbers!of!experts!and!stakeholders!to!innovate!and!deliberate!collectively!on!how!they!can!best!be!solved.!Current!social!
media! technologies! such! as! email,! blogs,! wikis,! chat! rooms,! and! web! forums! provide! unprecedented! opportunities! for! such!
interactions!to!take!place,!but!have!yet!to!realize!their!potential,!running!into!serious!challenges!that!include:!
!
•
Platform!Islands:! There!are!many!social!media!platforms,!splitting!users!into!islands!and!thereby!disrupting!the!free!flow!of!
ideas!necessary!for!effective!social!innovation.!
•
Cognitive! Clutter:! Social! media! discussions! produce! large,! redundant,! and! highly! disorganized! collections! of! contributions! of!
widely!varying!quality,!making!it!difficult!to!find!the!“good!stuff”!amongst!all!the!noise.!
•
Shallow! Contributions:! Social! innovation! systems! tend! to! generate! large! numbers! of! relatively! shallow! ideas,! rather! than! a!
smaller!number!of!deeply!considered!ones.!
•
Unsystematic! Coverage:! Current! social! innovation! systems! include! no! mechanism! for! ensuring! that! the! ideas! submitted!
comprehensively! cover! the! different! facets! of! the! problem! at! hand,! generally! resulting! in! spotty! coverage! of! the! solution!
space.!
•
Poor!Idea!Evaluation:! Social!innovation!systems!do!not!currently!provide!effective!techniques!for!helping!the!crowd!identify!
the!best!ideas!at!large!scales.!
•
Poor! visualization:! Existing! social! innovation! systems! provide! only! minimal! tools! for! visualizing! the! key! outputs! of! a!
deliberation,! typically! requiring! that! users! simply! read! the! whole! corpus! if! they! want! a! comprehensive! picture! of! what! has!
taken!place.!!!
!
!
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2.!

Our$approach:(harvesting*social&media!

The! Catalyst! project! is! about! developing! collective! intelligence! technologies! that! enable! qualitatively! more! effective! social!
innovation!for!complex!and!controversial!problems,!architected!as!follows:!
!

Figure!1.!Architecture!for!the!CATALYST!social!innovation!system.!

!

!
Vast!online!communities!are!already!engaged!in!social!innovation!interactions!using!existing!social!media!platforms!such!as!email,!
web! forums,! blogs,! Twitter,! Facebook,! and! so! on.! Rather! than! attempting! to! supersede! these! platforms,! our! project! augments!
them,!using!the!core!concepts!of!harvesters.!!“Harvesters”!are!communities!of!individuals!who,!supported!by!software!tools,!scan!
existing! social! media! in! order! to! harvest! the! most! interesting! and! important! issues,! ideas,! and! arguments! on! a! given! topic! and!
capture!them!in!as!organized,!nonGredundant!summaries.!
!
1
Summaries!are!represented!as!argument!maps !(Buckingham!Shum,!2003),!which!are!tree!structures!made!up!of!issues!(questions!
to! be! answered),! ideas! (possible! answers! for! a! question),! and! pro/con! arguments! (statements! that! support! or! rebut! an! idea! or!
argument):!
!

Figure!2.!Example!of!an!argument!map.!

!

!
The! harvesting! process! provides! a! powerful! approach! for! addressing! the! weaknesses! of! current! social! innovation! technologies.!
Summary!maps!integrate!contributions!from!multiple!“platform!islands”,!enabling!the!free!flow!of!ideas!needed!for!effective!social!
innovation.!The!systematic!structure!of!summary!maps!makes!it!much!easier!to!see!what!has,!and!has!not,!been!contributed!so!far,!
fighting!cognitive!clutter,!enabling!good!visualization!and!systematic!coverage,!and!facilitating!collaborative!refinement!by!making!
it!clear!how!ideas!can!build!upon!one!another.!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!We! will! also,! as! the! project! proceeds,! investigate! other! forms! of! ‘knowledge! cartography’! (Okada! et! al,! 2008)! such! as! concept!
maps!(Cañas!&!Novak,!2008),!Delphi!causality!graphs!(Linstone!&!Turoff!1975,!Turoff!et!al.!1999;!2002),!and!richer!ontologies!(e.g.!
Buckingham!Shum,!et!al.,!2007;!Rowe!&!Reed,!2008).!
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3.!

The$Role$of$analytics!

A! critical! challenge! for! making! harvesting! work! is! attention! allocation.! Even! moderately! complex! societal! challenges! can! involve!
scores!of!problems!to!solve,!hundreds!of!possible!solutions,!and!thousands!of!arguments!for!and!against!these!possible!solutions.!
How!can!the!harvesters!in!our!system!known!which!particular!topics!are!most!in!need!of!relevant!material?!How!can!managers!of!
the!harvesting!process!understand!which!areas!are!progressing!well,!and!which!may!require!some!kind!of!intervention?!How!can!
the!customers!of!the!harvesting!process!know!when!a!given!part!of!a!summary!map!is!“mature”!(i.e.!comprehensively!covers!the!
key!problems,!solutions,!and!arguments)!and!thus!ready!to!studied!in!detail?!
!
The! CATALYST! project! is! meeting! this! challenge! by! developing! deliberation! analytics,! i.e.! algorithms! that! calculate! deliberation!
metrics! and! map! them! to! personalized! attention! mediation! suggestions.! If! these! algorithms! work! effectively,! every! social!
innovation!participant!can!know!where!their!efforts!can!do!the!most!good,!so!the!collective!intelligence!of!the!system!is!maximized.!
!
!
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4.!

Analytics*identification*methodology!

The! analytics! under! CATALYST! are! identified! using! processEgoalEexception! analysis,! a! technique! developed! by! a! member! of! the!
CATALYST!team!(Klein!2003).!The!key!idea!is!that!analytics!can!be!viewed!as!the!processes!we!put!in!place!to!identify,!and!respond,!
when!a!process!deviates!from!its!ideal!functioning.!This!methodology!allows!us!to!identify!process!deviations!and!their!associated!
responses!in!a!systematic!way!that!fosters!complete!coverage.!It!works!as!follows:!
!

identify normative
process model

process
decomposition

identify ideal goals for
each subtask

process model
with goals

identify handlers for
each exception

process model with
goals and exceptions

identify possible
exceptions for each goal

Figure!3.!ProcessEGoalEException!analysis,!the!methodology!used!for!identifying!analytics.!

!

!
Identify! normative! process! model:! The! first! step! is! to! identify! a! model! of! how! the! target! process! should! work.! The! core! process!
supported!by!the!CATALYT!system!is!social!innovation.!Our!model!of!this!process!consists!of!the!following!subtasks!(Walton!and!
Krabbe,!1995)!(Eemeren!and!Grootendorst,!2003):!
!
Social!Innovation!Process!
1.!Identify!
2.!Identify!possible!
3.!Evaluate!the!
4.!Select!the!best!
5.!Enact!the!
6.!Learn!from!
problems!to!solve! solutions!for!these!
candidate!
solution(s)!from!
selected!solution(s)!
experience!
!
problems!
solutions!
amongst!the!
!
!
candidates!
!
This! model! is! potentially! iterative:! enacting! a! selected! solution! (step! 5)! can,! for! example,! lead! the! community! to! identify! new!
problems!to!solve!(step!1).!Note!also!that!social!innovation!engagements!will!necessarily!include!all!these!steps:!it!depends!on!the!
purpose!of!the!engagement!(Conklin,!2005),!which!can!for!example!include:!
!
• Brainstorming:!create!a!list!of!solution!options!for!a!problem!(step!2).!Examples!of!this!include!strategic!crowdsourcing!in!a!
company!(before!prioritization!and!decision!by!executive!committee),!or!public!consultation!for!a!City.!This!can!include!using!
creativity!techniques!such!as!recombining!known!ideas!
• Argumentation:!debate!the!relative!merit!of!competing!solution!options!(step!3).!This!can!include!the!use!of!simulation!and!
forecasting!tools!to!assess!the!probable!impact!of!the!options!under!consideration.!
• Decision!Emaking:!select!the!preferred!option!from!among!a!menu!of!alternatives!(step!4).!
• Design!enhancement:!refine!an!existing!solution!design!(i.e.!start!with!step!5,!and!then!loop!back!to!step!1).!
!
The!CATALYST!social!innovation!process!includes!two!key!subGprocesses.!One!is!harvesting,!wherein!participants!feed!content,!e.g.!
found! in! conventional! social! media,! into! the! social! innovation! system.! The! harvesting! subGprocess! consists! of! the! following!
subtasks:!
!
Harvesting!Process!
Find!interesting!content!
Summarize!as!map!
unbundle!
tag!
organize!
!
Harvesters!find!interesting!content!in!social!media!platforms!(such!a!Facebook,!Twitter,!mailing!lists!and!blogs)!where!discussions!
about! social! innovations! are! taking! place.! This! content! is! then! parsed! into! "atoms"! (i.e.! individual! issues,! ideas,! or! arguments)!
tagged!with!their!type!(e.g.!issue,!idea,!pro!or!con,!evidence)!and!their!topic!area.!These!tagged!atoms,!in!turn,!are!organized!into!
summary!maps.!!
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The!second!key!subGprocess!is!certification,!wherein!moderators!check!the!content!contributed!by!authors!in!order!to!ensure!it!is!
organized!so!as!to!maximize!it's!easeGofGuse!for!contributors!and!customers:!
!
Certification!Process!
Acquire!post!that!
Check!post!for!correctness!
Take!action!on!post!
needs!attention!
Bundling!
Title!
Location!
Substance!
[deG]!certify!
discard!
repair!
!
All!new!posts!began!with!"pending"!status,!and!become!visible!to!the!community!at!large!only!when!certified.!Moderators!acquire!
posts!that!need!attention!(i.e.!either!pending!posts,!or!certified!posts!that!have!been!tagged!as!having!problems)!and!then!check!
the! posts! for! correctness! (i.e.! whether! they! have! substantive! relevant! content,! are! "unbundled"! into! individual! issues! ideas! and!
arguments,!have!a!clear!title,!and!are!placed!in!the!correct!part!of!the!map).!The!moderator!can!then![deG]certify!the!post,!discard!it,!
and/or!repair!it.!
!
Identify!goals:!The!next!step!is!to!identify!what!each!task!in!the!process!should!ideally!achieve:!its'!goals.!Our!current!model!of!the!
social!innovation!process!includes!the!following!goals:!
!

Figure!4:!TopElevel!process!model!for!social!innovation.!
! !!=!process,! !=!goal.!

!

!
A!social!innovation!process!should,!for!example,!use!a!good!process!(i.e.!where!the!right!people!contribute!actively!and!effectively!
to! performing! the! most! critical! tasks)! to! achieve! good! results! (i.e.! complete,! highGquality,! wellGorganized! content)! while! also!
strengthening!and!learning!about!the!members!of!the!user!community.!
!
Identify!exceptions:!For!each!goal,!we!then!identify!how!it!can!be!violated!(the!exceptions).!The!goal!of!having!the!right!participants!
involved,!for!example,!can!have!the!following!exceptions:!
!
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Figure!5:!Exceptions!and!handlers!for!a!goal!in!the!social!innovation!process!

!

!!=!exception! !=!metric!process! !=!handler!process!
!
We!can!have!too!few!authors,!for!example,!or!inadequate!diversity!in!the!author!population.!!
!
Identify!handlers:!For!each!exception,!finally,!we!identify!handler!processes!that!can!(1)!detect!when!the!exception!is!taking!place!
(i.e.! via! metrics),! and! (2)! resolve! that! exception! (i.e.! via! attention! mediation! interventions).! ! We! can! detect! too! few! authors,! for!
example,! using! a! metric! that! assess! the! width! of! the! contribution! activity! histogram,! and! we! handle! low! author! diversity! by!
encouraging!participation!from!community!members!with!underrepresented!demographics!(figure!5).!Exception!handler!processes,!
like!any!other!process,!can!themselves!fail:!!the!exception!analysis!process!can!be!applied!to!handlers,!just!like!any!other!process.!
!
The! attentionGmediation! interventions! are! personalized! based! on! each! participants’! roles! and! past! activity.! The! customer! for! a!
deliberation,!for!example,!can!be!notified!of!topics!that!are!mature!and!ready!to!be!“harvested”.!A!topic!manager!(responsible!for!
ensuring! a! social! ideation! engagement! achieves! useful! results)! can! be! notified! about! which! parts! of! the! deliberation! are!
dysfunctional!(e.g.!exhibit!balkanization!or!groupthink).!A!moderator!can!be!notified!about!users!who!consistently!do!(or!do!not)!
author! wellGstructured! and! wellGregarded! posts,! in! order! to! inform! training,! moderator! recruitment! and/or! rewards! for! top!
contributors.! A! contributor! can! be! notified! of! content! they! can! contribute! to,! such! as! pet! ideas! whose! support! has! dropped,! or!
posts! where! their! ratings! appear! to! exhibit! an! irrational! bias.! The! class! of! the! contributor! (Preece! and! Shneiderman,! 2009)! (e.g.!
heavy!contributors!vs.!peripheral!users)!should!also!likely!impact!which!attention!notification!alerts!they!receive.!
!
The!results!of!processGgoalGexception!analysis!are!captured!using!the!following!structure:!
!

process

has-part

requires

is-handled-by
goal

has-part

is-violated-by

exception

!

is-caused-by

!
Figure!6.!Entities!and!relationships!that!represent!the!results!of!processEgoalEexception!analysis.!
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Tasks!in!a!process!model!are!linked!to!their!subtasks!as!well!as!to!the!goals!they!try!to!achieve.!Goals!are!linked!to!their!subGgoals,!
as!well!as!to!the!exceptions!that!can!violate!them.!Exceptions,!finally,!are!linked!to!the!other!exceptions!that!may!cause!them,!as!
well!as!to!the!(metric!and!attention!mediation)!processes!that!can!detect!and!resolve!these!exceptions.!
!
!
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5.!

Analysis(results!

The!CATALYST!team!has!developed!a!substantive!model!of!the!social!innovation!process!as!well!as!of!the!analytics!that!can!help!
make!it!work!better.!This!model!was!created!using!a!combination!of!topGdown!and!bottomGup!analysis:!
!
•
TopEdown:!The!model!incorporates!insights!from!the!research!literature!for!such!fields!as!organizational!science,!cognitive!and!
social!psychology,!political!and!communication!science,!computational!social!science,!computerGsupported!cooperative!work,!
complexity! science,! and! economics.! The! references! section,! below,! lists! many! of! the! papers! that! were! harvested! for! this!
analysis!effort.!
•
BottomEup:!Task!2.1!collected!extensive!requirements,!from!the!CATALYST!community!partners,!on!the!limitations!of!existing!
social!innovation!systems!("pain!points")!and!how!they!could!be!improved.!These!were!also!incorporated!in!our!analysis.!
!
Our!team!developed!a!webGbased!system!to!make!it!easy!to!view!and!update!the!results!of!the!analytics!identification!process:!
!

Figure!7.!A!screenshot!of!the!webEbased!system!for!processEgoalEexception!analysis.!

!

!
Users!can!click!on!the! and !icons!to!incrementally!hide!and!reveal!components!of!the!analysis,!and!click!on!the!components!
themselves!to!see!more!details!on!each!one.!A!search!capability!allows!users!to!find!components!with!a!given!type!and!keywords.!
!
Our!analysis!efforts!have!resulted,!at!the!time!of!writing,!in!a!model!with!nearly!300!components,!with!a!particular!focus!on!the!
first!three!steps!of!the!social!innovation!process!("identify!problems",!"identify!possible!solutions",!and!"evaluate!solutions")!since!
these! were! identified! as! the! most! critical! elements! by! the! research! and! community! partners.! Every! component! in! the! model! is!
tagged!with!the!system!role!(author,!moderator,!manager,!customer)!it!is!relevant!to,!as!well!as!with!whether!it!was!considered,!at!
the!time!of!writing,!to!be!a!promising!candidate!for!early!implementation!in!our!system.!The!model!is!available!in!the!Appendix!to!
this!document.!!
!
This!deliberation!metrics!analysis!should!be!viewed!a!living!document.!We!will!update!it!throughout!the!project!as!we!develop!an!
increasingly!complete!understanding!of!how!to!achieve!more!effective!largeGscale!social!innovation!processes.!We!have!developed!
a!webGbased!collective!intelligence!system!that!we!will!use!to!gather!feedback!about!our!existing!metrics,!as!well!as!suggestions!for!
new!metrics,!from!the!argumentationGmapping!community:!
!
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Figure!8.!A!screenshot!of!the!webEbased!collective!intelligence!system!for!tapping!the!argumentEmapping!community's!knowledge!
about!deliberation!metrics.!

!
Potential! communities! for! providing! feedback! on! the! metrics! include! the! many! users! of! such! argumentGmapping! systems! as!
Compendium,!Cohere,!Debategraph,!Agora,!Rationale,!and!ConsiderIt.!
!
!
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Social Innovation Process
= GOAL

= PROCESS

= EXCEPTION

= METRIC

= HANDLER

Social Innovation Process
This is the exception analysis for the argument-map mediated social innovation process used in the CATALYST project.
1. HAS-PART
define problem(s)
Define the problem(s) that the social innovation engagement is supposed to solve.
1.1. REQUIRES identify issues
Describe the issues that need to be solved e.g. "what can we do to solve climate change"?
1.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing key issues
1.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ask experts
ask experts to pre-populate map with all key issues
1.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Experts assess whether or not map includes all key issues.
1.2. REQUIRES identify criteria
identify the attributes of a good solution to the problem e.g. "limit average global temperature rise to no more than 2 degrees celsius "
1.2.1. HAS-PART identify *only* relevant criteria
Identify only criteria that are relevant/important for this problem - no false positives.
1.2.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY irrelevant criteria
1.2.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY low rating
Criterion has a low rating score.
1.2.2. HAS-PART identify all criteria
Identify all relevant/important criteria for this problem.
1.2.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY parochial criteria
The participants identify only criteria that impact their own self-interest and not common good criteria such as social welfare and
equality.
1.2.3. HAS-PART identify *only* relevant criteria
Identify only criteria that are relevant/important for this problem - no false positives.
1.2.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY irrelevant criteria
1.2.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY low rating
Criterion has a low rating score.
1.2.4. HAS-PART identify all criteria
Identify all relevant/important criteria for this problem.
1.2.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY parochial criteria
The participants identify only criteria that impact their own self-interest and not common good criteria such as social welfare and
equality.
2. HAS-PART
identify solutions
Identify candidate solutions for the identified problems.
2.1. REQUIRES high-quality ideas
Existing social media tend to elicit lots of shallow ideas, with highly variable quality and originality. How can we maximize the
proportion of creative, high-quality, deeply considered ideas?
2.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY idea sabotage
People who don't like an idea edit it to make it worse.
2.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY edit wars by partisans
i.e. where someone who doesn't like idea is editing it in conflict with someone who likes the idea. In other words, look for
alternating edits by users that appear to have divergent opinions (based on their rating behavior) about the issue they are
proposing solutions for.
2.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY hub-and-spoke interaction network
Secretive sabotage communication patterns tend towards a hub-and-spoke architecture, as opposed to the network-topology
connectivity that characterizes full open discussion. See: Brandy Aven (2011). The effect of corruption on organizational
networks and individual behavior. Proceedings of the MIT WIDS colloquium (http//wids.lids.mit.edu/).
2.1.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY solo ideation
Authors do not collaborate to refine ideas.
2.1.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY single editor
This post has had only one editor (not counting moderators).
2.1.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY insular ideation
ideas do not build upon one another
2.1.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY no common ground vocabulary
look for growing use of shared words and word clusters within topics, which is a way of assessing whether people are building
ideas by re-combining existing ones.
2.1.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY low idea ratings
The ideas receive low average "promising" rating from the community.
2.2. REQUIRES complete idea space
We want to have a comprehensive picture of the most promising solutions for the problems focused on by the innovation engagement.

2.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY incomplete idea coverage
The deliberation has only incompletely covered the space of potentially relevant ideas for an (important) issue.
2.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention/importance ratio
Measure the ratio of attention to issue importance for issues, and highlight the issues with particularly low scores. Issue
importance can be calculated by accounting for the importance of the parent issues and promise of the parent ideas.
2.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY get n(idea) estimates
Ask users to estimate how many good ideas there are for each issue (e.g. whenever someone creates an issue, or adds an idea to
an issue, or even views an issue). The average of that number gives the standard, and we flag an exception if we are
substantially below that number of ideas for an issue.
2.2.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY ask expert panel
An expert panel assess whether or not the idea space is covered fully (for a given issue).
2.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY creativity stagnation
Few novel/interesting ideas are being generated as proposed solutions for a problem.
2.2.2.1. IS-CAUSED-BY idea groupthink
groupthink can be defined as a group dedicating the bulk of its attention to refining a single idea, often the first one endorsed by
an influential figure, rather than comparing several alternatives in depth.
2.2.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention narrowing
we can measure when one idea under an issue is receiving the bulk of the community’s attention (views, rates, edits and
additions) while competing ideas and their underlying arguments remain largely untouched
2.2.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY count # ideas rated as novel
Participants assign a degree of novelty (High, Average and Low) to the posted ideas. The degree of novelty of an issue is the
max value attributed to each idea associated to that issue. The degree of novelty of an idea is the average degree of novelty
assigned by the crowd to the idea.
2.2.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY low vocabulary diversity
We can measure the use of shared vocabulary in the ideas for a given issue. If there is heavy use of shared terminology, this
suggests that the ideas are only moderately diverse. Ideas that are truly diverse will tend to use different vocabulary to express
them. In other words, look for ideas that are quite different, in terms of the word frequency statistics, from the other ideas (for
that part of the map). We can use LSA or LDA or other document similarity algorithms for this purpose.
2.2.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY idea GA
Usually a solution consists of a *package* of interrelated ideas, so the complete solution space will consist of different
combinations of "atomic" ideas. These recombinant space can of course be vast, however, so in practice we must focus on only
"promising" packages if at all possible. We can use a GA approach to draw people towards posts. People can score posts on
creativity vs. practicality, and weight creativity more at first, practicality more as we near the final point using latent semantic
analysis to help identify out-of-box posts and give them higher fitness scores - to maintain diversity. The system can also point
people to pairs of ideas - e.g. ideas for different parts of a system, or different ideas for the same subsystem – and suggest they
create a new idea based on these existing ones. This has the advantage that we interleave generation and evaluation to help
produce a more efficient process (as opposed to generate everything first, and then evaluate the whole redundant mess). The
system can suggest users look at combinations that will speed that search for optimal idea combinations when issues are
interdependent and utility functions are therefore nonlinear. This can be based on techniques for simulated annealing, creating
sub-negotiations for tightly-interdependent issue clusters, etc.
2.2.2.5. IS-HANDLED-BY "red herrings"
Use "out of the box" prompts to help break a creative deadlock e.g.: • oblique strategy cards (phrases or cryptic remarks) •
randomly selected ideas from the summary map • ideas selected from areas/people the author has heretofore ignored
3. HAS-PART
evaluate solutions
evaluate solutions with respect to the goals identified for the deliberation
3.1. REQUIRES high-quality evaluation
The evaluation provides accurate assessments of the worth of proposed solutions.
3.1.1. HAS-PART users understand content
Users understand the content of the map well enough to offer informed evaluations of the ideas described therein.
3.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
narrative summaries
Convert argmaps into easy-to-follow narrative summaries that make it easier for evaluators to see the key points they need to.
Perhaps we can do so taking advantage of rhetorical structure theory?
3.1.2. HAS-PART complete argumentation
i.e. the evaluation includes a comprehensive overview of the arguments for and against each proposed solution idea
3.1.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing arguments
An idea is missing some important arguments for or against it.
3.1.2.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY self-focused
The participants generate arguments that refer to criteria that concern them personally, but not those that impact welfare for
other groups.
3.1.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY neglected criteria
Few/no arguments have been created that evaluate a given idea with respect to one of the solution criteria for that problem.
3.1.2.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY few/no arguments
i.e. there are (important) ideas that have few or no arguments attached to them
3.1.2.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY unbalanced arguments
There is a large imbalance in the number of pros and cons in the debate over an idea.
3.1.2.1.5. IS-HANDLED-BY few people contributed arguments

3.1.2.1.6. IS-HANDLED-BY idea/argument rating disconnect
We can use such techniques as Bayesian inference (Bolstad, 2010) to propagate a user’s ratings for arguments up the
argument map to predict how the user should have rated the ideas these arguments address. If there is a large divergence
between a user’s predicted and actual ratings for an idea, that suggests that the user has not yet entered arguments that are
compelling to him or her. A suggestion is to show users the possible misalignment between popularity ratings assigned freely
by users and computed scores based on the structure of arguments and how much underlying pros and cons are supported.
The gap can be used also as an incentive to users: a popular idea with poor computed score should invite its supporters to
provide new arguments or improve the existing ones.
3.1.3. HAS-PART high-quality argumentation
The arguments entered in the summary map are well-founded.
3.1.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY false premises
the arguments made are based on false premises
3.1.3.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY argument sabotage
Someone who disagrees with an argument edits it to sabotage it, rather than (properly) simply downrating or arguing against
it.
3.1.3.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY argument edit wars
assess the prevalence of edit wars (rapid alternating rollbacks) in the post edit histories – esp. by people who take
differing positions on the issues they are editing arguments for. see ZIF workshop paper by János Kertész, Budapest:
Edit wars on the Wikipedia:. an interesting measure for wikipedia article controversiality = # mutual reverts by more
established user accounts (discounting young vandals)
3.1.3.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY low argument ratings
An argument got a low average rating from the community.
3.1.3.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Expert(s) judged that the argument is ill-founded.
3.1.3.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect inference
the arguments made are based on logical fallacies
3.1.3.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY automated feedback
The use of artificial intelligence techniques holds promise to increase the effectiveness of argumentation systems by
automatically analyzing user actions and providing supportive feedback. see:
http//www.ascilite.org.au/ajet/ajet25/butchart.pdf Mclaren, B. M., Scheuer, O., & Mikšátko, J. (2010). Supporting
collaborative learning and e-Discussions using artificial intelligence techniques. International Journal of Artificial Intelligence
in Education, 20(1)(1), 1-46. Scheuer, O., McLaren, B. M., Loll, F., & Pinkwart, N. (2012). Automated Analysis and
Feedback Techniques to Support Argumentation: A Survey. In: N. Pinkwart, & B. M. McLaren (Eds.), Educational
Technologies for Teaching Argumentation Skills (pp. 71–124). Bentham Science Publishers.
3.1.3.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert judgment
Expert(s) judge that the inference is faulty.
3.1.4. HAS-PART high-quality ratings
The community ratings for the argument map contents (i.e. whether issues are relevant, criteria are important, ideas are promising,
arguments are compelling) are accurate.
3.1.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few ratings
There are too few ratings for a post to draw reliable conclusions about how the community judges it's value.
3.1.4.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY dishonest ratings
Ratings are dishonest.
3.1.4.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY rating inconsistency
A participant gives inconsistent ratings e.g. they rate the arguments supporting an idea highly, but give the idea itself a poor
rating.
3.1.4.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect ratings
the user's ratings for the posts are incorrect
3.1.4.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY missing suppoprt
someone gave a strong + or - rating without a backup argument that they authored or highly rated. This can take several
levels, according to the Discourse Quality Index (Jurgen Steiner): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for
example, merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a
wonderful or a terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies
only with illustrations why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done. But no linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done, and a linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be
done and for at least reasons a linkage is made with X.
3.1.4.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY ignored arguments
User did not attend to (read, rate) arguments when rating posts impacted by these arguments
3.1.4.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY irrational ratings
see how well a model of rational rating predicts user’s ratings. We can use knowledge about map structure to infer what a
user's rating for a post "should" be given their ratings for posts below it in tree. For example, with mutex ideas, a rate for X
is probably a rate against alternative to X.
3.1.5. HAS-PART users understand content
Users understand the content of the map well enough to offer informed evaluations of the ideas described therein.
3.1.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
narrative summaries
Convert argmaps into easy-to-follow narrative summaries that make it easier for evaluators to see the key points they need to.

Perhaps we can do so taking advantage of rhetorical structure theory?
3.1.6. HAS-PART complete argumentation
i.e. the evaluation includes a comprehensive overview of the arguments for and against each proposed solution idea
3.1.6.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing arguments
An idea is missing some important arguments for or against it.
3.1.6.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY self-focused
The participants generate arguments that refer to criteria that concern them personally, but not those that impact welfare for
other groups.
3.1.6.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY neglected criteria
Few/no arguments have been created that evaluate a given idea with respect to one of the solution criteria for that problem.
3.1.6.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY few/no arguments
i.e. there are (important) ideas that have few or no arguments attached to them
3.1.6.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY unbalanced arguments
There is a large imbalance in the number of pros and cons in the debate over an idea.
3.1.6.1.5. IS-HANDLED-BY few people contributed arguments
3.1.6.1.6. IS-HANDLED-BY idea/argument rating disconnect
We can use such techniques as Bayesian inference (Bolstad, 2010) to propagate a user’s ratings for arguments up the
argument map to predict how the user should have rated the ideas these arguments address. If there is a large divergence
between a user’s predicted and actual ratings for an idea, that suggests that the user has not yet entered arguments that are
compelling to him or her. A suggestion is to show users the possible misalignment between popularity ratings assigned freely
by users and computed scores based on the structure of arguments and how much underlying pros and cons are supported.
The gap can be used also as an incentive to users: a popular idea with poor computed score should invite its supporters to
provide new arguments or improve the existing ones.
3.1.7. HAS-PART high-quality argumentation
The arguments entered in the summary map are well-founded.
3.1.7.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY false premises
the arguments made are based on false premises
3.1.7.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY argument sabotage
Someone who disagrees with an argument edits it to sabotage it, rather than (properly) simply downrating or arguing against
it.
3.1.7.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY argument edit wars
assess the prevalence of edit wars (rapid alternating rollbacks) in the post edit histories – esp. by people who take
differing positions on the issues they are editing arguments for. see ZIF workshop paper by János Kertész, Budapest:
Edit wars on the Wikipedia:. an interesting measure for wikipedia article controversiality = # mutual reverts by more
established user accounts (discounting young vandals)
3.1.7.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY low argument ratings
An argument got a low average rating from the community.
3.1.7.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Expert(s) judged that the argument is ill-founded.
3.1.7.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect inference
the arguments made are based on logical fallacies
3.1.7.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY automated feedback
The use of artificial intelligence techniques holds promise to increase the effectiveness of argumentation systems by
automatically analyzing user actions and providing supportive feedback. see:
http//www.ascilite.org.au/ajet/ajet25/butchart.pdf Mclaren, B. M., Scheuer, O., & Mikšátko, J. (2010). Supporting
collaborative learning and e-Discussions using artificial intelligence techniques. International Journal of Artificial Intelligence
in Education, 20(1)(1), 1-46. Scheuer, O., McLaren, B. M., Loll, F., & Pinkwart, N. (2012). Automated Analysis and
Feedback Techniques to Support Argumentation: A Survey. In: N. Pinkwart, & B. M. McLaren (Eds.), Educational
Technologies for Teaching Argumentation Skills (pp. 71–124). Bentham Science Publishers.
3.1.7.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert judgment
Expert(s) judge that the inference is faulty.
3.1.8. HAS-PART high-quality ratings
The community ratings for the argument map contents (i.e. whether issues are relevant, criteria are important, ideas are promising,
arguments are compelling) are accurate.
3.1.8.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few ratings
There are too few ratings for a post to draw reliable conclusions about how the community judges it's value.
3.1.8.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY dishonest ratings
Ratings are dishonest.
3.1.8.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY rating inconsistency
A participant gives inconsistent ratings e.g. they rate the arguments supporting an idea highly, but give the idea itself a poor
rating.
3.1.8.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect ratings
the user's ratings for the posts are incorrect
3.1.8.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY missing suppoprt
someone gave a strong + or - rating without a backup argument that they authored or highly rated. This can take several
levels, according to the Discourse Quality Index (Jurgen Steiner): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for

example, merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a
wonderful or a terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies
only with illustrations why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done. But no linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done, and a linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be
done and for at least reasons a linkage is made with X.
3.1.8.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY ignored arguments
User did not attend to (read, rate) arguments when rating posts impacted by these arguments
3.1.8.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY irrational ratings
see how well a model of rational rating predicts user’s ratings. We can use knowledge about map structure to infer what a
user's rating for a post "should" be given their ratings for posts below it in tree. For example, with mutex ideas, a rate for X
is probably a rate against alternative to X.
3.2. REQUIRES complete evaluation
All the (promising) ideas are evaluated.
3.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY evaluation groupthink
everybody quickly converges to evaluating a very small set of ideas for an issue, ignoring the rest
3.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention narrowing
we can measure when one idea under an issue is receiving the bulk of the community’s argumentation and rating while
competing ideas are neglected
4. HAS-PART
select best solution
4.1. REQUIRES outcome is broadly accepted
4.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY divisive issues
4.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY highlight cross-cutting arguments
Highlight existing arguments that appeal across balkanized groups in order to help develop increased consensus.
4.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY high pro/con activity
do a histogram of activity level for different post types and see if pros and cons are unusually frequent
4.1.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY balkanizing issues
we can use latent semantic indexing or principal components analysis or the like to find which are the issue sets that most divide
people into clusters. A principal components analysis could help find, in effect, the fault lines in a debate, the sets of issues that
most tend to divide people. We could find, for example, that abortion and gun control and school vouchers are highly divisive
issues but if people agree on one of those issues they tend to agree on all the others well. We can then ask: what do these issues
have in common? What underlying motivation or belief do they reflect? How can we attempt to reduce polarization along this
dimension?
4.1.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY issues with high/growing rating variance
where there are many arguments and contributors but no clear preponderance of highly-rated pros or cons
4.1.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY many disaffected participants
There are many deliberation participants who feel the selected outcome is unacceptable.
4.1.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
resolve: identify commonalities among participants
cf Terry Steichen's work (the TopicCentral system) on finding commonalities in different people's favored portions of the
deliberation map.
4.1.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY
resolve: engage conflict resolution experts
identified perhaps using analytics applied to deliberation summary?
4.2. REQUIRES solution map is mature
i.e. there is sufficient coverage of the issues, ideas, and arguments to make a decision
4.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator activity dropoff
If the fraction of author vs moderator contributions to a discussion drops, this suggests that the discussion is losing steam - it is only
kept active by the effort of the moderators.
4.2.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY six hats
Assess whether the problem solving session has progressed through a complete \"six hats\" program: Blue, White, Green, Red,
Yellow, Black, which can be mapped to an argument map setting as follows:
Thinking (Blue) - thinking about thinking, process issues
Information: (White) - considering what information is available, what are the facts? provide details on the issues (= problems
to be solved)
Creativity (Green) - statements of provocation and investigation, seeing where a thought goes (= propose ideas)
Good points judgment (Yellow) - logic applied to identifying benefits, seeking harmony (= identifying pros)
Bad points judgment (Black) - logic applied to identifying flaws or barriers, seeking mismatch (= identifying cons)
Emotions (Red) - instinctive gut reaction or statements of emotional feeling (but not any justification) (=> ratings? comments?)
indicative of final stage - detected using prevalence of emotive words?
wikipedia article
4.2.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY "full" map topology
map is both sufficiently bushy and deep.
4.2.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY completes narrative template
The customer specifies the kind of narrative they want i.e. the main questions, the depth of argumentation, the breadth of options etc
The system evaluates how far the argument map has gone to enabling that narrative, and asks the crowd to focus on the areas that
yet need to be filled in. See work on rhetorical structures e.g.

http//www.cs.columbia.edu/~kathy/NLP/ClassSlides/Slides09/Class20-Discourse/my-discourse.pdf
4.2.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY lifecycle stages
There are many different possible models of the life stages a deliberation goes through as it matures. These include: • evolve from
defining issues to proposing ideas to identifying increasingly broad and deep trees of pro and con arguments • evolve from creating
new posts, to refining them, followed eventually by relative quiescence • opinion churn (i.e. whether the highest-rated ideas for
individuals, as well as the community as a whole, are still changing rapidly or not) moderates as we reach the end of the lifecycle. •
community support (as assessed by idea and arg ratings) concentrates on a few strongly supported ideas (lots of high ratings) •
deliberation goes through the stages of preach to crowd, angry debunkers, filling in implicit support with reasoned data-based
responses, irrelevant bored commentaryF • map growth tends to follow an S-shaped curve: map may be reaching maturity when slope
decreases. http//crowdresearch.org/blog/?
p=4602&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+FollowTheCrowd+%28Follow+the+Crowd%29
4.3. REQUIRES high-quality votes
i.e. they reflect the user's best judgment about which selection to make
4.3.1. HAS-PART votes are truthful
4.3.2. HAS-PART votes are rational
i.e. they represent a logically consistent response to all the relevant ideas and arguments (as opposed to some kind of bias)
4.3.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY ignore higher-level context
Users make decisions for low-level issues with taking into account higher-level issues and decisions that should have a major
impact.
4.3.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
avoid: encourage hierarchical rating
vote/rate on abstraction before voting on details
4.3.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY hedgehog voter
The voter has ignored ideas or arguments that should be relevant to the issue they voted on. We can call this the "hedgehog"
exception, after Philip Tetlock, who pointed out that some people ("hedgehogs") only pay attention to a subset of information
that is close to their original point of view (see Zaller), while other roam the information space more broadly ("foxes").
4.3.2.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY opinion shift
If a user has substantially changed his ratings about ideas and arguments, this suggests he/she is open to being influenced by
new information and perspectives.
4.3.2.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user saw relevant posts
Check if user has not read or rated relevant ideas and arguments under the issue he/she is voting on.
4.3.2.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY voting cascades
It has been shown that when people are asked to rate competing ideas, if they can see the ratings made to date (e.g. they see the
ideas in popularity-sorted order), then the first ideas that happen to get a rating advantage tend to become the eventual winners—
they “lock in” to the winning position—even if they are worse than ideas that appeared later or started with lower ratings
(Salganik et al., 2006). its is therefore a problem if people vote for ideas based on their popularity (i.e. based on how many other
people have voted for them) rather than their inherent merits.
4.3.2.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ratings lock
check whether the popularity order for a set of competing ideas remains relatively unchanged as the deliberation progresses
4.3.2.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY bias
participants is biased towards a given decision irregardless of arguments and other alternatives
4.3.2.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY motivated position change
We can assess degree of bas by measuring whether users change their position through the course of the deliberation, or not.
This can have several levels, according to Jurgen Steiner's Discourse Quality Index: (1) The speaker indicates a change of
position. Gives as reason for change arguments heard during the experiment. (2) The speaker indicates a change of position.
Does not refer to arguments heard during the experiment. (3) The speaker does not indicate a change in position. But does
acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment. (4) The speaker does not indicate a change of
position. And does not acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment.
4.3.2.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY coherence theory
Can we use coherence theory, applied to the posts that the user ranked highly and thus presumably used in their decision, to
assess the logical coherence of their votes? See http://www.iiia.csic.es/~joseph/index2.html
4.3.2.4.3. IS-HANDLED-BY rating disconnect
Assuming all the key arguments have be entered i.e. the map is mature: the user selects an idea that doesn't make sense given
the ratings he/she gave to their underlying arguments and the competing ideas.
4.3.3. HAS-PART votes are truthful
4.3.4. HAS-PART votes are rational
i.e. they represent a logically consistent response to all the relevant ideas and arguments (as opposed to some kind of bias)
4.3.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY ignore higher-level context
Users make decisions for low-level issues with taking into account higher-level issues and decisions that should have a major
impact.
4.3.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
avoid: encourage hierarchical rating
vote/rate on abstraction before voting on details
4.3.4.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY hedgehog voter
The voter has ignored ideas or arguments that should be relevant to the issue they voted on. We can call this the "hedgehog"
exception, after Philip Tetlock, who pointed out that some people ("hedgehogs") only pay attention to a subset of information
that is close to their original point of view (see Zaller), while other roam the information space more broadly ("foxes").
4.3.4.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY opinion shift
If a user has substantially changed his ratings about ideas and arguments, this suggests he/she is open to being influenced by

new information and perspectives.
4.3.4.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user saw relevant posts
Check if user has not read or rated relevant ideas and arguments under the issue he/she is voting on.
4.3.4.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY voting cascades
It has been shown that when people are asked to rate competing ideas, if they can see the ratings made to date (e.g. they see the
ideas in popularity-sorted order), then the first ideas that happen to get a rating advantage tend to become the eventual winners—
they “lock in” to the winning position—even if they are worse than ideas that appeared later or started with lower ratings
(Salganik et al., 2006). its is therefore a problem if people vote for ideas based on their popularity (i.e. based on how many other
people have voted for them) rather than their inherent merits.
4.3.4.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ratings lock
check whether the popularity order for a set of competing ideas remains relatively unchanged as the deliberation progresses
4.3.4.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY bias
participants is biased towards a given decision irregardless of arguments and other alternatives
4.3.4.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY motivated position change
We can assess degree of bas by measuring whether users change their position through the course of the deliberation, or not.
This can have several levels, according to Jurgen Steiner's Discourse Quality Index: (1) The speaker indicates a change of
position. Gives as reason for change arguments heard during the experiment. (2) The speaker indicates a change of position.
Does not refer to arguments heard during the experiment. (3) The speaker does not indicate a change in position. But does
acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment. (4) The speaker does not indicate a change of
position. And does not acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment.
4.3.4.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY coherence theory
Can we use coherence theory, applied to the posts that the user ranked highly and thus presumably used in their decision, to
assess the logical coherence of their votes? See http://www.iiia.csic.es/~joseph/index2.html
4.3.4.4.3. IS-HANDLED-BY rating disconnect
Assuming all the key arguments have be entered i.e. the map is mature: the user selects an idea that doesn't make sense given
the ratings he/she gave to their underlying arguments and the competing ideas.
4.4. REQUIRES sufficient votes
sufficient votes are available to fully, and fairly, capture the wisdom and preferences of the voters.
4.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient votes
There is insufficient preference information (in terms of votes or ratings) to pick a clear winner among the solution ideas.
4.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY confidence analysis
Can we do an analysis to determine which ideas need to be assessed more completely in order to allow high-confidence
selections of top-level solution ideas? Would we need some kind of confidence interval analysis? Could this be calculated based
just on simple ratings, or would people need to express confidence scores for their ratings (e.g. very sure, not very sure).It would
make sense to take into account the controversiality of the ideas e.g. if an idea is controversial, we would probably want to get
more ratings for it to be more sure that people really prefer it (or not).
4.5. REQUIRES votes aggregated properly
4.5.1. HAS-PART representative
i.e. the decision created by aggregating the group's vote should represent what most individuals wanted
4.5.2. HAS-PART fair
4.5.3. HAS-PART representative
i.e. the decision created by aggregating the group's vote should represent what most individuals wanted
4.5.4. HAS-PART fair
5. HAS-PART
Enact solution
5.1. REQUIRES feasible solution
The solution is a feasible one (i.e. can be implemented).
5.2. REQUIRES commitment to action
In social media, participation is high but incitement to action is historically low. Online debate and deliberation tools are populate by
enthusiasts who have interest in the subject, spend time and efforts into debating it, but have not yet committed into taking action. How
do we engage enthusiast/motivated audiences to translate the emerging trends and patterns into concrete actions to lead to further
change?
6. REQUIRES good process
6.1. HAS-PART TBD
This is where we can attach new metrics that we haven't placed in the model yet.
6.2. HAS-PART the right participants are involved
i.e. people with the necessary depth and diversity of perspectives and skills
6.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few authors
The ideas for an issue come from an especially small number of contributors
6.2.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY newbie attrition
newbies are discouraged by early edits being reverted/uncertified see: http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?p=1907
6.2.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY short-lived activity
i.e. a user participates actively for a short while after joining, then stops for a prolonged period.
6.2.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage newbies
encourage and retain new users ee: http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?p=1907
6.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY gini coefficient

Gini coefficients range between 0 and 1: 0 → perfect equality (all participants contributing the same number of posts) 1 →
perfect inequality (one participant contributing all posts and everyone else contributing none).
6.2.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY narrow contributions histogram
If we plot the activity of each user as a bar plot, sorted left to right by activity, we can assess what proportion of the users are
active or not. A narrow peak of high activity implies few people are active.
6.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY inadequate author diversity
ideas come from “non-disjoint” author sets i.e. where all the authors tend to agree about the pros and cons for different ideas and
therefore probably share an intellectual frame
6.2.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ask participants to suggest new members
Ask contributors to suggest people with alternative views: "fresh blood" for the deliberation.
6.2.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY authors have similar rating vectors
We can perform vector orthogonalization (Householder, 1958) on authors’ rating vectors, followed by a simple vector distance
calculation, to assess how much the opinions for different authors diverge.
6.2.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY show contributor demographics
If demographics are available, we can check for diversity, or lack of it, in the participant population.
6.2.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage participation from underrepresented demographics
6.3. HAS-PART participants have good inputs
i.e. they are exposed to a diverse range of materials to inform their ideation and decision making
6.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY myopic authoring
Authors devote themselves to building upon their own contributions without also refining/critiquing content contributed by others.
6.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY self/other ratio
measure (N°rating + N° Pro/Con as answer to other's posts)/ N° of Own Post
6.3.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY miss relevant content
A user misses content that would elicit more contributions from them, if they had seen it.
6.3.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY renewed interest
Telligent folks (Marc Smith et al) showed that some lurkers (10-20%) would contribute further if they knew that posts that
interested them (they had viewed edited rated commented on them) had become “hot” and therefore worth spending time on, so
it’s good if a system can notify people when that happens
6.3.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY viewed by people w/similar interests
Use some kind of clustering (e.g. based on vector de-orthogonalization) to find people who have interests like me, and notify me
about activity (views, edits, comments, rates, hots) that was interesting to them. do an eigenvector analysis on rating vectors
(perhaps we can augment this by taking advantage of tree structure of map?) and look for what was viewed by people located
near to you in that eigenspace Maybe one way to look at the problem is that we want to define, for each person, an estimate of
the likelihood that they like/dislike each idea. This suggests two thoughts: () people may add both pros and cons for an idea: how
do we combine these? Perhaps we need *two* scores for each idea: one p(like), the other p(dislike)? Or we simply say p(like) =
0.5? () if we assign each person a vector that gives the probability that they like each idea, then the default value can be 0.5
(equal chance of liking it or not), so there are no missing values, simplifying the user similarity calculation. We can start with
very simple rules for setting the p(like) values, and refine as needed. () if we propagate p(like/dislike) values up the deliberation
map, which does seem potentially useful, we may need to use an evidence accumulation math e.g. Bayesian. For example, if I
have two separate lines of evidence for believing conclusion1, the p(conclusion1) is given by the min or max (and not the sum)
of P(evidence1) and P(evidence2), depending on whether the evidence pieces have an AND or OR relationship. Currently, the
default semantics for all arguments is OR, though I've considered adding AND nodes to allow correct propagation of belief
values up the argument map. () how do we propagate p(like) values up past issues? In particular, should we take the issue rating
(which is intended to capture the user's estimate of the importance of the issue) into account? I may really like an idea for an
unimportant issue, for example: how much impact should that have up the tree?
6.3.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY favored post with low/declining ratings
Lets author know if he/she should try to add arguments that move the community support in the direction I want
6.3.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY busy topics
calculate an activity score, point people towards busy stuff to be relative to other branches, or number of users, or …? (to avoid
penning out scores) to be aggregated up tree? Simply keep track of current score plus time since last update – update value
whenever a new event occurs, or when read – events propagate up but reduce in strength as they go - make decay rate faster, so
gives a current picture of activity
6.3.2.5. IS-HANDLED-BY near areas that interested me
Notify user of activity on posts that are "nearby" to posts they have been interested in (viewed, edited, created, rated, hotted) in
the past.
6.3.2.6. IS-HANDLED-BY interesting to people in my social network
we can notify users of when there is post activity (views, edits, comments, rates, hots) either initiated by, or considered to be
interesting to, people in the user's social network
6.3.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY static subgroups
(small and) relatively static sets of people work on each part of the deliberation, so there is little "fresh blood", new ideas, new
perspectives
6.3.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage people to shift topics
... to break up static groups
6.3.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY track subgroups
... to see whether a small static group has consistently been responsible for all the content in a given topic area in the argument
map.
6.3.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY platform islands

Community participants use different tools to support online debate and conversations then remain locked within tools. This implies
that topics, ideas and outcomes of online conversations remain constrained to specific communities and fail to cross-federate debate
across platforms.
6.3.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY contributions clustered by platform
We can compare the argument maps for different platforms to see whether or not contributions are clustered by platform, or not,
i.e. whether key content appears in just one or a few of the platforms.
6.3.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY "seeders" propagate ideas cross-platform
"seeders" transfer key ideas from the argument map summary to social media platforms where they did not previously appear.
6.3.5. IS-VIOLATED-BY balkanization
“balkanization” means: the community self-organizes into cliques that agree within themselves but disagree with each other. It
occurs when a community divides itself into partisan sub-groups where members of each group agree with one other but actively
fight against groups with competing ideas. This can be a problem if it means that the sub-groups do not build upon potentially
valuable ideas from other groups because of in-group/out-group social dynamics. Cliques form wherein each clique is devoted to a
particular class of solutions and either ignores or actively argues against all other ideas, rather than seeing whether new ideas can be
created that combine the best features of both.
6.3.5.1. IS-HANDLED-BY insularity
There are multiple subgroups (defined by social network analysis) which discuss related topics but do not talk to each other.
6.3.5.2. IS-HANDLED-BY odd couples
Bring an author's attention to ideas that come from an author whose interest/rating vector is very *different*, thus fighting
balkanization.
6.3.5.3. IS-HANDLED-BY bias detectors
Tools are now emerging to detect whether people are one-sided in their news reading (e.g. see http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?
p=8244). Perhaps these can be adapted to detect when innovation contributors are one-sided in the inputs they are taking in.
6.3.5.4. IS-HANDLED-BY attitude space clusters
for each user, calculate their attitudes towards an idea (i.e. refining idea or uprating or adding pro arguments is positive,
downrating or adding con arguments is negative) and (perhaps after singular vector decomposition) look for clusters of distinct
groups that are similar within but very different from each other).
6.3.6. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
harvest new content
This is the process wherein harvesters scan through social media in order to find issues, ideas, arguments that can contribute to the
social innovation engagement.
6.3.6.1. HAS-PART
summarize as map
Organize content the authors found into a summary argument map.
6.3.6.1.1. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.3.6.1.1.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.3.6.1.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.3.6.1.1.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.3.6.1.2. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.3.6.1.2.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.3.6.1.2.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.3.6.1.2.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.3.6.1.3. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.3.6.1.3.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.3.6.1.4. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.3.6.1.4.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.3.6.1.4.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.3.6.1.4.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.3.6.1.5. HAS-PART
tag atoms

Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.3.6.1.5.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.3.6.1.5.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.3.6.1.5.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.3.6.1.6. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.3.6.1.6.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.3.6.2. REQUIRES find useful content
Authors search (e.g. social media) to find (all) content relevant to the social innovation engagement.
6.3.6.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY sentiment analysis
use sentiment analysis to troll web to help harvesters find controversy - e.g. negative sentiment probably means a con.
6.3.6.2.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY weblinks from fertile sources
We can mine web link structure to suggest sources e.g. an article section that proposed a pro argument may have links to
other pages which are probably cited to support the pro argument
6.3.6.2.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tagged fertile sources
harvesters can tag social media site pages as fertile or not, so others can also benefit from that resource.
6.3.6.2.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY used in argmap
use argmap post backlinks to suggest fertile social media sources. If a site had good info, go back to see if more is available
6.3.6.2.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY find important authors via SNA
social network analytics (centrality measures and community detection algorithms) can be used to identify highly influential
individuals and groups whose outputs may be particularly worthy of harvesting.
6.3.6.2.6. IS-ACHIEVED-BY topic trends
Use a trend detection tool such as that provided by google to find hot topics that may be ripe for harvesting.
6.3.6.2.7. IS-ACHIEVED-BY forwarding statistics
forwarding relationships in email and microblogs such as twitter can be used to detect possible atoms of interest. Text that is
frequently re-forwarded/quoted, for example, might be especially worthy of a harvester’s attention
6.3.6.3. HAS-PART
summarize as map
Organize content the authors found into a summary argument map.
6.3.6.3.1. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.3.6.3.1.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.3.6.3.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.3.6.3.1.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.3.6.3.2. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.3.6.3.2.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.3.6.3.2.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.3.6.3.2.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.3.6.3.3. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.3.6.3.3.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.3.6.3.4. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.3.6.3.4.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.3.6.3.4.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of

interest, so they can be merged.
6.3.6.3.4.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.3.6.3.5. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.3.6.3.5.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.3.6.3.5.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.3.6.3.5.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.3.6.3.6. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.3.6.3.6.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.4. HAS-PART participants contribute fully
participants contribute fully in terms of their time and skills
6.4.1. HAS-PART critical mass
There are enough active contributors to create self-sustaining deliberation.
6.4.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator effort ratio
If moderators account for a disproportionately high fraction of the overall interactions, that suggests that there are not enough
participants to achieve a self-sustaining deliberation.
6.4.2. HAS-PART retain productive contirbutors
Keep productive contributors involved.
6.4.3. HAS-PART strong incentives for participation
6.4.3.1. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.4.3.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.4.3.2. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.4.3.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.4.3.3. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.4.3.3.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.4.3.4. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.4.3.4.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.4.3.5. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.4.3.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.4.3.6. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.4.3.6.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.4.3.7. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.4.3.7.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.4.3.8. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.

6.4.3.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.4.3.9. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.4.3.9.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.4.3.10. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.4.3.10.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.4.3.11. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.4.3.11.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.4.3.12. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.4.3.12.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.4.4. HAS-PART few disincentives for participation
6.4.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY abusive behavior
Abusive behavior by participants can be a disincentive for participation by other participants.
6.4.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY foul/respectful language
We can search for language that reveals respectfulness of community interactions e.g. The speaker uses respectful language
towards other participants and/or their arguments. Include also moderately respectful language, not only statements such as
“your argument is truly brilliant” but also statements such as “your argument is not bad.” The speaker uses foul language to
attack other participants on a personal level. Include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “you are a liar” but
also statements such as “you seem a little confused.” Code the names of the participants attacked in this way and give the
exact quote of the foul language. The speaker uses foul language to attack the arguments of other participants but abstains
from personal attacks. Here again include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “this argument is stupid” but
also statements such as “this argument is a little weak.” Code the names of the participants whose arguments are attacked in
this way and give the exact quote of the foul language.
6.4.5. IS-VIOLATED-BY one-sided contribution
participants focus on just a single style of contribution (e.g. adding ideas, or adding arguments) and thus potentially are not
contribute some of their skills to the deliberation
6.4.5.1. IS-CAUSED-BY idea nay-sayer
User has only critiques, no positive suggestions.
6.4.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY only cons for issue ideas
user doesn’t like any of existing options for an issue
6.4.5.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY suggest alternative
ask user to suggest a new alternative for an issue
6.4.5.2. IS-HANDLED-BY six hats stats
Assess whether the user has used all "six hats":
Thinking (Blue) - thinking about thinking, process issues
Information: (White) - considering what information is available, what are the facts? provide details on the issues (=
problems to be solved)
Creativity (Green) - statements of provocation and investigation, seeing where a thought goes (= propose ideas)
Good points judgment (Yellow) - logic applied to identifying benefits, seeking harmony (= identifying pros)
Bad points judgment (Black) - logic applied to identifying flaws or barriers, seeking mismatch (= identifying cons)
Emotions (Red) - instinctive gut reaction or statements of emotional feeling (but not any justification) (=> ratings?
comments?) indicative of final stage - detected using prevalence of emotive words?
wikipedia article
6.4.5.3. IS-HANDLED-BY unjustified contributions
The participant provides ideas and arguments without providing arguments backing them up. This can have several levels
(according to Jurg Steiner's Discourse Quality Index): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for example,
merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a wonderful or a
terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies only with illustrations
why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not be done. But no linkage is
made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not be done, and a linkage is made
why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be done and for at least reasons a linkage
is made with X.
6.4.5.4. IS-HANDLED-BY contributions histogram

Create histogram assessing user contributions for post types (ideas, issues, arguments) and topics (branches of the map) to detect
if they are specializing in a narrow scope.
6.4.6. IS-VIOLATED-BY non-participation
Community members are not participating in the deliberation.
6.4.6.1. IS-HANDLED-BY lapsed contributors
Detect people who started but stopped participating.
6.4.6.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user activity stats
6.4.7. IS-ACHIEVED-BY calculate contribution scores
you can add points to capacity building exercises, like if you read x or watch the video or do the training well you get points they
assign points to you if you operate in the directions that the organizers wants, so for example when you do a post right you get a
point. when you do a mistake you lose one for creation and evaluation and moderation and prediction accuracy You can be offered
personalized point-gaining opportunities, identified by the tutoring and attention mediation heuristics i.e. metrics that identify how
much a user has contributed. Some possible sources of ideas for how to calculate these scores include: • slashdot (karma points) •
digg • yourview.org.au (credibility score) http://www.publicdeliberation.net/jpd/vol8/iss1/art12/ be a thoughtful and constructive
participant - particularly in the eyes of other high-credibility participants, and particularly in relation to those who disagree with you.
Participate on a wide variety of issues; Participate fully, i.e. by rating, commenting and voting Give due consideration to the relevant
arguments on both sides Earn the respect of others, particularly those who already have high credibility, and those who disagree with
you. Don't be abusive, rude, obscene, arrogant, or obnoxious.
6.4.7.1. REQUIRES accurate scores
The contribution scores should be accurate.
6.4.7.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY reputation gaming
Users can try to game the system to get high reputation scores without actually contributing much to the social innovation
process.
6.4.8. HAS-PART critical mass
There are enough active contributors to create self-sustaining deliberation.
6.4.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator effort ratio
If moderators account for a disproportionately high fraction of the overall interactions, that suggests that there are not enough
participants to achieve a self-sustaining deliberation.
6.4.9. HAS-PART retain productive contirbutors
Keep productive contributors involved.
6.4.10. HAS-PART strong incentives for participation
6.4.10.1. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.4.10.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.4.10.2. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.4.10.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.4.10.3. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.4.10.3.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.4.10.4. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.4.10.4.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.4.10.5. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.4.10.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.4.10.6. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.4.10.6.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.4.10.7. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.4.10.7.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.4.10.8. HAS-PART reputation

High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.4.10.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.4.10.9. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.4.10.9.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.4.10.10. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.4.10.10.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.4.10.11. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.4.10.11.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.4.10.12. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.4.10.12.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.4.11. HAS-PART few disincentives for participation
6.4.11.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY abusive behavior
Abusive behavior by participants can be a disincentive for participation by other participants.
6.4.11.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY foul/respectful language
We can search for language that reveals respectfulness of community interactions e.g. The speaker uses respectful language
towards other participants and/or their arguments. Include also moderately respectful language, not only statements such as
“your argument is truly brilliant” but also statements such as “your argument is not bad.” The speaker uses foul language to
attack other participants on a personal level. Include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “you are a liar” but
also statements such as “you seem a little confused.” Code the names of the participants attacked in this way and give the
exact quote of the foul language. The speaker uses foul language to attack the arguments of other participants but abstains
from personal attacks. Here again include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “this argument is stupid” but
also statements such as “this argument is a little weak.” Code the names of the participants whose arguments are attacked in
this way and give the exact quote of the foul language.
6.5. HAS-PART participants contribute effectively
6.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY troublemakers
Troublemaker users are reducing the effectiveness of the social innovation system.
6.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY count trouble tags
Count trouble tags created in response to actions by that user.
6.5.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY participants don't know where to contribute
Participants don't know what parts of the social innovation engagement they can best contribute to.
6.5.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
attention mediation
The system notifies participants about tasks that need attention and that they are suited to perform.
6.5.2.1.1. HAS-PART
gather deliberation data
on both the users and the content they generate.
6.5.2.1.1.1. REQUIRES sufficient data is available
6.5.2.1.1.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient deliberation info
6.5.2.1.1.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
active learning
Use information theory to determine which actions will have the greater positive impact in terms of identifying
the most important exceptions. Thanks to Avi for the idea.
6.5.2.1.2. HAS-PART
run metrics
run metrics processes to detect symptoms of exceptions
6.5.2.1.2.1. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.5.2.1.2.2. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.5.2.1.2.2.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.2.2.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.2.2.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.2.2.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.2.2.5. HAS-PART
network analysis

6.5.2.1.2.2.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.2.3. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.5.2.1.2.4. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.5.2.1.2.4.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.2.4.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.2.4.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.2.4.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.2.4.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.2.4.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.3. HAS-PART
diagnose exceptions
Determine which exceptions are taking place, given the current metrics values.
6.5.2.1.4. HAS-PART
prioritize exceptions
Since exceptions are identified wrt an "ideal" deliberation process, there are likely to be many possible ones in play , more
perhaps than can be handled at one time. For this reason, we need a way to prioritize which exceptions receive more
attention.
6.5.2.1.5. HAS-PART
select handlers
Select which handler, if there are several available, to enact.
6.5.2.1.5.1. IS-REALIZED-BY
exception-specific handler
Pick a handler specific to that exception.
6.5.2.1.5.2. IS-REALIZED-BY
dynamic incentives
harvesters can be guided by dynamic pricing whose prizes reflect what customer wants, or what the attention mediation
algorithms propose
6.5.2.1.5.3. IS-REALIZED-BY
notification
If no more specific handler is available, the default handler is to notify the people who could do something about the
exception.
6.5.2.1.6. HAS-PART
run handlers
Run the selected handler(s) to address the exception
6.5.2.1.7. HAS-PART
learn from experience
i.e. learn how to detect and handle exceptions more effectively over time, based on previous experience.
6.5.2.1.7.1. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.5.2.1.7.2. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.5.2.1.7.3. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.5.2.1.7.4. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.5.2.1.7.5. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.5.2.1.7.6. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.5.2.1.8. HAS-PART
gather deliberation data
on both the users and the content they generate.
6.5.2.1.8.1. REQUIRES sufficient data is available
6.5.2.1.8.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient deliberation info
6.5.2.1.8.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
active learning
Use information theory to determine which actions will have the greater positive impact in terms of identifying
the most important exceptions. Thanks to Avi for the idea.

6.5.2.1.9. HAS-PART
run metrics
run metrics processes to detect symptoms of exceptions
6.5.2.1.9.1. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.5.2.1.9.2. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.5.2.1.9.2.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.9.2.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.9.2.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.9.2.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.9.2.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.9.2.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.9.3. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.5.2.1.9.4. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.5.2.1.9.4.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.9.4.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.9.4.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.9.4.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.5.2.1.9.4.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.5.2.1.9.4.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.5.2.1.10. HAS-PART
diagnose exceptions
Determine which exceptions are taking place, given the current metrics values.
6.5.2.1.11. HAS-PART
prioritize exceptions
Since exceptions are identified wrt an "ideal" deliberation process, there are likely to be many possible ones in play , more
perhaps than can be handled at one time. For this reason, we need a way to prioritize which exceptions receive more
attention.
6.5.2.1.12. HAS-PART
select handlers
Select which handler, if there are several available, to enact.
6.5.2.1.12.1. IS-REALIZED-BY
exception-specific handler
Pick a handler specific to that exception.
6.5.2.1.12.2. IS-REALIZED-BY
dynamic incentives
harvesters can be guided by dynamic pricing whose prizes reflect what customer wants, or what the attention mediation
algorithms propose
6.5.2.1.12.3. IS-REALIZED-BY
notification
If no more specific handler is available, the default handler is to notify the people who could do something about the
exception.
6.5.2.1.13. HAS-PART
run handlers
Run the selected handler(s) to address the exception
6.5.2.1.14. HAS-PART
learn from experience
i.e. learn how to detect and handle exceptions more effectively over time, based on previous experience.
6.5.2.1.14.1. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.5.2.1.14.2. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.5.2.1.14.3. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.5.2.1.14.4. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.5.2.1.14.5. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.5.2.1.14.6. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even

learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.5.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY users don't understand how to use system
Users are lacking information or skills needed to use the social innovation system effectively.
6.5.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY custom training
Users can be pointed to help materials that appear relevant to the problems they seem to be having with using the deliberation
system correctly. See the reasons that moderators have identified for rejecting posts (e.g. improperly unbundled or located), use
this to provide some kind of personalized training for the user - a basis for integrated tutoring system.
6.5.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY slow certification
many moderator iterations are needed for certification of the contributor's posts
6.5.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY high action/output ratio
i.e. users try a lot of edit actions, but produce only a few certified posts as a result
6.6. HAS-PART TBD
This is where we can attach new metrics that we haven't placed in the model yet.
6.7. HAS-PART the right participants are involved
i.e. people with the necessary depth and diversity of perspectives and skills
6.7.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few authors
The ideas for an issue come from an especially small number of contributors
6.7.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY newbie attrition
newbies are discouraged by early edits being reverted/uncertified see: http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?p=1907
6.7.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY short-lived activity
i.e. a user participates actively for a short while after joining, then stops for a prolonged period.
6.7.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage newbies
encourage and retain new users ee: http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?p=1907
6.7.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY gini coefficient
Gini coefficients range between 0 and 1: 0 → perfect equality (all participants contributing the same number of posts) 1 →
perfect inequality (one participant contributing all posts and everyone else contributing none).
6.7.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY narrow contributions histogram
If we plot the activity of each user as a bar plot, sorted left to right by activity, we can assess what proportion of the users are
active or not. A narrow peak of high activity implies few people are active.
6.7.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY inadequate author diversity
ideas come from “non-disjoint” author sets i.e. where all the authors tend to agree about the pros and cons for different ideas and
therefore probably share an intellectual frame
6.7.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ask participants to suggest new members
Ask contributors to suggest people with alternative views: "fresh blood" for the deliberation.
6.7.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY authors have similar rating vectors
We can perform vector orthogonalization (Householder, 1958) on authors’ rating vectors, followed by a simple vector distance
calculation, to assess how much the opinions for different authors diverge.
6.7.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY show contributor demographics
If demographics are available, we can check for diversity, or lack of it, in the participant population.
6.7.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage participation from underrepresented demographics
6.8. HAS-PART participants have good inputs
i.e. they are exposed to a diverse range of materials to inform their ideation and decision making
6.8.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY myopic authoring
Authors devote themselves to building upon their own contributions without also refining/critiquing content contributed by others.
6.8.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY self/other ratio
measure (N°rating + N° Pro/Con as answer to other's posts)/ N° of Own Post
6.8.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY miss relevant content
A user misses content that would elicit more contributions from them, if they had seen it.
6.8.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY renewed interest
Telligent folks (Marc Smith et al) showed that some lurkers (10-20%) would contribute further if they knew that posts that
interested them (they had viewed edited rated commented on them) had become “hot” and therefore worth spending time on, so
it’s good if a system can notify people when that happens
6.8.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY viewed by people w/similar interests
Use some kind of clustering (e.g. based on vector de-orthogonalization) to find people who have interests like me, and notify me
about activity (views, edits, comments, rates, hots) that was interesting to them. do an eigenvector analysis on rating vectors
(perhaps we can augment this by taking advantage of tree structure of map?) and look for what was viewed by people located
near to you in that eigenspace Maybe one way to look at the problem is that we want to define, for each person, an estimate of
the likelihood that they like/dislike each idea. This suggests two thoughts: () people may add both pros and cons for an idea: how
do we combine these? Perhaps we need *two* scores for each idea: one p(like), the other p(dislike)? Or we simply say p(like) =
0.5? () if we assign each person a vector that gives the probability that they like each idea, then the default value can be 0.5
(equal chance of liking it or not), so there are no missing values, simplifying the user similarity calculation. We can start with
very simple rules for setting the p(like) values, and refine as needed. () if we propagate p(like/dislike) values up the deliberation
map, which does seem potentially useful, we may need to use an evidence accumulation math e.g. Bayesian. For example, if I

have two separate lines of evidence for believing conclusion1, the p(conclusion1) is given by the min or max (and not the sum)
of P(evidence1) and P(evidence2), depending on whether the evidence pieces have an AND or OR relationship. Currently, the
default semantics for all arguments is OR, though I've considered adding AND nodes to allow correct propagation of belief
values up the argument map. () how do we propagate p(like) values up past issues? In particular, should we take the issue rating
(which is intended to capture the user's estimate of the importance of the issue) into account? I may really like an idea for an
unimportant issue, for example: how much impact should that have up the tree?
6.8.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY favored post with low/declining ratings
Lets author know if he/she should try to add arguments that move the community support in the direction I want
6.8.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY busy topics
calculate an activity score, point people towards busy stuff to be relative to other branches, or number of users, or …? (to avoid
penning out scores) to be aggregated up tree? Simply keep track of current score plus time since last update – update value
whenever a new event occurs, or when read – events propagate up but reduce in strength as they go - make decay rate faster, so
gives a current picture of activity
6.8.2.5. IS-HANDLED-BY near areas that interested me
Notify user of activity on posts that are "nearby" to posts they have been interested in (viewed, edited, created, rated, hotted) in
the past.
6.8.2.6. IS-HANDLED-BY interesting to people in my social network
we can notify users of when there is post activity (views, edits, comments, rates, hots) either initiated by, or considered to be
interesting to, people in the user's social network
6.8.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY static subgroups
(small and) relatively static sets of people work on each part of the deliberation, so there is little "fresh blood", new ideas, new
perspectives
6.8.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY encourage people to shift topics
... to break up static groups
6.8.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY track subgroups
... to see whether a small static group has consistently been responsible for all the content in a given topic area in the argument
map.
6.8.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY platform islands
Community participants use different tools to support online debate and conversations then remain locked within tools. This implies
that topics, ideas and outcomes of online conversations remain constrained to specific communities and fail to cross-federate debate
across platforms.
6.8.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY contributions clustered by platform
We can compare the argument maps for different platforms to see whether or not contributions are clustered by platform, or not,
i.e. whether key content appears in just one or a few of the platforms.
6.8.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY "seeders" propagate ideas cross-platform
"seeders" transfer key ideas from the argument map summary to social media platforms where they did not previously appear.
6.8.5. IS-VIOLATED-BY balkanization
“balkanization” means: the community self-organizes into cliques that agree within themselves but disagree with each other. It
occurs when a community divides itself into partisan sub-groups where members of each group agree with one other but actively
fight against groups with competing ideas. This can be a problem if it means that the sub-groups do not build upon potentially
valuable ideas from other groups because of in-group/out-group social dynamics. Cliques form wherein each clique is devoted to a
particular class of solutions and either ignores or actively argues against all other ideas, rather than seeing whether new ideas can be
created that combine the best features of both.
6.8.5.1. IS-HANDLED-BY insularity
There are multiple subgroups (defined by social network analysis) which discuss related topics but do not talk to each other.
6.8.5.2. IS-HANDLED-BY odd couples
Bring an author's attention to ideas that come from an author whose interest/rating vector is very *different*, thus fighting
balkanization.
6.8.5.3. IS-HANDLED-BY bias detectors
Tools are now emerging to detect whether people are one-sided in their news reading (e.g. see http://crowdresearch.org/blog/?
p=8244). Perhaps these can be adapted to detect when innovation contributors are one-sided in the inputs they are taking in.
6.8.5.4. IS-HANDLED-BY attitude space clusters
for each user, calculate their attitudes towards an idea (i.e. refining idea or uprating or adding pro arguments is positive,
downrating or adding con arguments is negative) and (perhaps after singular vector decomposition) look for clusters of distinct
groups that are similar within but very different from each other).
6.8.6. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
harvest new content
This is the process wherein harvesters scan through social media in order to find issues, ideas, arguments that can contribute to the
social innovation engagement.
6.8.6.1. HAS-PART
summarize as map
Organize content the authors found into a summary argument map.
6.8.6.1.1. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.8.6.1.1.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.8.6.1.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.

6.8.6.1.1.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.8.6.1.2. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.8.6.1.2.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.8.6.1.2.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.8.6.1.2.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.8.6.1.3. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.8.6.1.3.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.8.6.1.4. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.8.6.1.4.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.8.6.1.4.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.8.6.1.4.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.8.6.1.5. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.8.6.1.5.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.8.6.1.5.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.8.6.1.5.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.8.6.1.6. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.8.6.1.6.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.8.6.2. REQUIRES find useful content
Authors search (e.g. social media) to find (all) content relevant to the social innovation engagement.
6.8.6.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY sentiment analysis
use sentiment analysis to troll web to help harvesters find controversy - e.g. negative sentiment probably means a con.
6.8.6.2.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY weblinks from fertile sources
We can mine web link structure to suggest sources e.g. an article section that proposed a pro argument may have links to
other pages which are probably cited to support the pro argument
6.8.6.2.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tagged fertile sources
harvesters can tag social media site pages as fertile or not, so others can also benefit from that resource.
6.8.6.2.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY used in argmap
use argmap post backlinks to suggest fertile social media sources. If a site had good info, go back to see if more is available
6.8.6.2.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY find important authors via SNA
social network analytics (centrality measures and community detection algorithms) can be used to identify highly influential
individuals and groups whose outputs may be particularly worthy of harvesting.
6.8.6.2.6. IS-ACHIEVED-BY topic trends
Use a trend detection tool such as that provided by google to find hot topics that may be ripe for harvesting.
6.8.6.2.7. IS-ACHIEVED-BY forwarding statistics
forwarding relationships in email and microblogs such as twitter can be used to detect possible atoms of interest. Text that is
frequently re-forwarded/quoted, for example, might be especially worthy of a harvester’s attention
6.8.6.3. HAS-PART
summarize as map
Organize content the authors found into a summary argument map.
6.8.6.3.1. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.8.6.3.1.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates

Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.8.6.3.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.8.6.3.1.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.8.6.3.2. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.8.6.3.2.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.8.6.3.2.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.8.6.3.2.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.8.6.3.3. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.8.6.3.3.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.8.6.3.4. HAS-PART
unbundle into atoms
unbundle content into argument map atoms tagged with their type: issue, idea, pro, con.
6.8.6.3.4.1. REQUIRES avoid duplicates
Avoid including more than one instance of a given issue, idea, or argument in the map.
6.8.6.3.4.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY document similarity measures
Document similarity measures (e.g. based on latent semantic analysis) can be used to find redundant atoms of
interest, so they can be merged.
6.8.6.3.4.2. REQUIRES unbundle correctly
Make sure that content is divided properly into individual argument map elements.
6.8.6.3.5. HAS-PART
tag atoms
Tag atoms of interest to identify their type (e.g. issue, idea, pro or con, evidence) as well as their topic area.
6.8.6.3.5.1. REQUIRES find correct tag
6.8.6.3.5.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY use reply structures
structure in harvested social media (e.g. the reply structure in email conversations and threaded web forum and blog
comments) can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms. If an atom of interest tagged with topic X came from an
email, for example, it suggests that an atom from a reply to that email is likely to address the same topic.
6.8.6.3.5.1.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY look for similar tagged atoms
Document similarity measures and machine learning tools can be used to suggest topic tags for atoms of interest,
based on their similarity to previously-tagged atoms.
6.8.6.3.6. HAS-PART
place in map
This involves adding context i.e. the implicit issue or idea that the given atom logically refers to, in addition to placing the
atom in the map.
6.8.6.3.6.1. REQUIRES place correctly
Place post in logically correct part of the argument map.
6.9. HAS-PART participants contribute fully
participants contribute fully in terms of their time and skills
6.9.1. HAS-PART critical mass
There are enough active contributors to create self-sustaining deliberation.
6.9.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator effort ratio
If moderators account for a disproportionately high fraction of the overall interactions, that suggests that there are not enough
participants to achieve a self-sustaining deliberation.
6.9.2. HAS-PART retain productive contirbutors
Keep productive contributors involved.
6.9.3. HAS-PART strong incentives for participation
6.9.3.1. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.9.3.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.9.3.2. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.9.3.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.9.3.3. HAS-PART be a hero

contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.9.3.3.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.9.3.4. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.9.3.4.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.9.3.5. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.9.3.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.9.3.6. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.9.3.6.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.9.3.7. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.9.3.7.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.9.3.8. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.9.3.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.9.3.9. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.9.3.9.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.9.3.10. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.9.3.10.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.9.3.11. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.9.3.11.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.9.3.12. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.9.3.12.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.9.4. HAS-PART few disincentives for participation
6.9.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY abusive behavior
Abusive behavior by participants can be a disincentive for participation by other participants.
6.9.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY foul/respectful language
We can search for language that reveals respectfulness of community interactions e.g. The speaker uses respectful language
towards other participants and/or their arguments. Include also moderately respectful language, not only statements such as
“your argument is truly brilliant” but also statements such as “your argument is not bad.” The speaker uses foul language to
attack other participants on a personal level. Include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “you are a liar” but
also statements such as “you seem a little confused.” Code the names of the participants attacked in this way and give the
exact quote of the foul language. The speaker uses foul language to attack the arguments of other participants but abstains
from personal attacks. Here again include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “this argument is stupid” but
also statements such as “this argument is a little weak.” Code the names of the participants whose arguments are attacked in
this way and give the exact quote of the foul language.
6.9.5. IS-VIOLATED-BY one-sided contribution
participants focus on just a single style of contribution (e.g. adding ideas, or adding arguments) and thus potentially are not
contribute some of their skills to the deliberation

6.9.5.1. IS-CAUSED-BY idea nay-sayer
User has only critiques, no positive suggestions.
6.9.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY only cons for issue ideas
user doesn’t like any of existing options for an issue
6.9.5.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY suggest alternative
ask user to suggest a new alternative for an issue
6.9.5.2. IS-HANDLED-BY six hats stats
Assess whether the user has used all "six hats":
Thinking (Blue) - thinking about thinking, process issues
Information: (White) - considering what information is available, what are the facts? provide details on the issues (=
problems to be solved)
Creativity (Green) - statements of provocation and investigation, seeing where a thought goes (= propose ideas)
Good points judgment (Yellow) - logic applied to identifying benefits, seeking harmony (= identifying pros)
Bad points judgment (Black) - logic applied to identifying flaws or barriers, seeking mismatch (= identifying cons)
Emotions (Red) - instinctive gut reaction or statements of emotional feeling (but not any justification) (=> ratings?
comments?) indicative of final stage - detected using prevalence of emotive words?
wikipedia article
6.9.5.3. IS-HANDLED-BY unjustified contributions
The participant provides ideas and arguments without providing arguments backing them up. This can have several levels
(according to Jurg Steiner's Discourse Quality Index): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for example,
merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a wonderful or a
terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies only with illustrations
why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not be done. But no linkage is
made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not be done, and a linkage is made
why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be done and for at least reasons a linkage
is made with X.
6.9.5.4. IS-HANDLED-BY contributions histogram
Create histogram assessing user contributions for post types (ideas, issues, arguments) and topics (branches of the map) to detect
if they are specializing in a narrow scope.
6.9.6. IS-VIOLATED-BY non-participation
Community members are not participating in the deliberation.
6.9.6.1. IS-HANDLED-BY lapsed contributors
Detect people who started but stopped participating.
6.9.6.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user activity stats
6.9.7. IS-ACHIEVED-BY calculate contribution scores
you can add points to capacity building exercises, like if you read x or watch the video or do the training well you get points they
assign points to you if you operate in the directions that the organizers wants, so for example when you do a post right you get a
point. when you do a mistake you lose one for creation and evaluation and moderation and prediction accuracy You can be offered
personalized point-gaining opportunities, identified by the tutoring and attention mediation heuristics i.e. metrics that identify how
much a user has contributed. Some possible sources of ideas for how to calculate these scores include: • slashdot (karma points) •
digg • yourview.org.au (credibility score) http://www.publicdeliberation.net/jpd/vol8/iss1/art12/ be a thoughtful and constructive
participant - particularly in the eyes of other high-credibility participants, and particularly in relation to those who disagree with you.
Participate on a wide variety of issues; Participate fully, i.e. by rating, commenting and voting Give due consideration to the relevant
arguments on both sides Earn the respect of others, particularly those who already have high credibility, and those who disagree with
you. Don't be abusive, rude, obscene, arrogant, or obnoxious.
6.9.7.1. REQUIRES accurate scores
The contribution scores should be accurate.
6.9.7.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY reputation gaming
Users can try to game the system to get high reputation scores without actually contributing much to the social innovation
process.
6.9.8. HAS-PART critical mass
There are enough active contributors to create self-sustaining deliberation.
6.9.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator effort ratio
If moderators account for a disproportionately high fraction of the overall interactions, that suggests that there are not enough
participants to achieve a self-sustaining deliberation.
6.9.9. HAS-PART retain productive contirbutors
Keep productive contributors involved.
6.9.10. HAS-PART strong incentives for participation
6.9.10.1. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.9.10.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.9.10.2. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.9.10.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores

People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.9.10.3. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.9.10.3.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.9.10.4. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.9.10.4.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.9.10.5. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.9.10.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.9.10.6. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.9.10.6.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.9.10.7. HAS-PART fun
Users contribute for fun e.g. as a competitive game
6.9.10.7.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY leaderboards
to provide a competitive frame.
6.9.10.8. HAS-PART reputation
High-contributing users earn a better reputation, e.g. via badges. This can be translated into real-life benefits (e.g. as in
stackoverflow scores helping people get programmer jobs) in addition to just visibility in-system.
6.9.10.8.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY publicize user contribution scores
People's contribution scores are generally visible, as for example with stackoverflow points.
6.9.10.9. HAS-PART be a hero
contributions have a visible impact on a community or problem the user cares about
6.9.10.9.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY impact metrics
define metrics that help people see what impact their contributions have had e.g. in terms of eliciting discussion, changing
hearts and minds, or even motivating action (if that is tracked).
6.9.10.10. HAS-PART find your tribe
Contributing to the system helps you find like-minded people you want to interact with.
6.9.10.10.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY tribe-finder metrics
provide metrics that help people find "members of their trip" based on contributions in the deliberation map
6.9.10.11. HAS-PART power
High levels of contributions give the user greater power in the system.
6.9.10.11.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
contribution-based role assignment
High contribution scores to earn privileges (e.g. allowed to add posts, senior author, moderator, ability to "hot" posts,
allowed to edit other's posts) as well as spend points to affect the system e.g. to bring more attention to a topic you care
about.
6.9.10.12. HAS-PART improve system
The system is able to work better for the user, e.g. because it knows what he/she is interested in, if they contribute - just like with
rating movies in Netflix.
6.9.10.12.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
use ratings to filter content
System filters content to show you just the "good stuff", once it knows what kind of content you prefer. It can do so for
looking for content similar/close to content you liked/disliked.
6.9.11. HAS-PART few disincentives for participation
6.9.11.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY abusive behavior
Abusive behavior by participants can be a disincentive for participation by other participants.
6.9.11.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY foul/respectful language
We can search for language that reveals respectfulness of community interactions e.g. The speaker uses respectful language
towards other participants and/or their arguments. Include also moderately respectful language, not only statements such as
“your argument is truly brilliant” but also statements such as “your argument is not bad.” The speaker uses foul language to
attack other participants on a personal level. Include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “you are a liar” but
also statements such as “you seem a little confused.” Code the names of the participants attacked in this way and give the
exact quote of the foul language. The speaker uses foul language to attack the arguments of other participants but abstains
from personal attacks. Here again include also mild foul language, not only statements such as “this argument is stupid” but
also statements such as “this argument is a little weak.” Code the names of the participants whose arguments are attacked in
this way and give the exact quote of the foul language.
6.10. HAS-PART participants contribute effectively

6.10.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY troublemakers
Troublemaker users are reducing the effectiveness of the social innovation system.
6.10.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY count trouble tags
Count trouble tags created in response to actions by that user.
6.10.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY participants don't know where to contribute
Participants don't know what parts of the social innovation engagement they can best contribute to.
6.10.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
attention mediation
The system notifies participants about tasks that need attention and that they are suited to perform.
6.10.2.1.1. HAS-PART
gather deliberation data
on both the users and the content they generate.
6.10.2.1.1.1. REQUIRES sufficient data is available
6.10.2.1.1.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient deliberation info
6.10.2.1.1.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
active learning
Use information theory to determine which actions will have the greater positive impact in terms of identifying
the most important exceptions. Thanks to Avi for the idea.
6.10.2.1.2. HAS-PART
run metrics
run metrics processes to detect symptoms of exceptions
6.10.2.1.2.1. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.10.2.1.2.2. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.10.2.1.2.2.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.2.2.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.2.2.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.2.2.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.2.2.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.2.2.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.2.3. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.10.2.1.2.4. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.10.2.1.2.4.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.2.4.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.2.4.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.2.4.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.2.4.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.2.4.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.3. HAS-PART
diagnose exceptions
Determine which exceptions are taking place, given the current metrics values.
6.10.2.1.4. HAS-PART
prioritize exceptions
Since exceptions are identified wrt an "ideal" deliberation process, there are likely to be many possible ones in play , more
perhaps than can be handled at one time. For this reason, we need a way to prioritize which exceptions receive more
attention.
6.10.2.1.5. HAS-PART
select handlers
Select which handler, if there are several available, to enact.
6.10.2.1.5.1. IS-REALIZED-BY
exception-specific handler
Pick a handler specific to that exception.
6.10.2.1.5.2. IS-REALIZED-BY
dynamic incentives
harvesters can be guided by dynamic pricing whose prizes reflect what customer wants, or what the attention mediation
algorithms propose
6.10.2.1.5.3. IS-REALIZED-BY
notification
If no more specific handler is available, the default handler is to notify the people who could do something about the
exception.
6.10.2.1.6. HAS-PART
run handlers
Run the selected handler(s) to address the exception
6.10.2.1.7. HAS-PART
learn from experience
i.e. learn how to detect and handle exceptions more effectively over time, based on previous experience.
6.10.2.1.7.1. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.10.2.1.7.2. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.

6.10.2.1.7.3. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.10.2.1.7.4. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.10.2.1.7.5. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.10.2.1.7.6. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.10.2.1.8. HAS-PART
gather deliberation data
on both the users and the content they generate.
6.10.2.1.8.1. REQUIRES sufficient data is available
6.10.2.1.8.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient deliberation info
6.10.2.1.8.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
active learning
Use information theory to determine which actions will have the greater positive impact in terms of identifying
the most important exceptions. Thanks to Avi for the idea.
6.10.2.1.9. HAS-PART
run metrics
run metrics processes to detect symptoms of exceptions
6.10.2.1.9.1. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.10.2.1.9.2. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.10.2.1.9.2.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.9.2.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.9.2.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.9.2.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.9.2.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.9.2.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.9.3. HAS-PART
triplestore queries
i.e. using something like SPARQL or Tinkerpop to run graphical queries over the deliberation data.
6.10.2.1.9.4. HAS-PART
mathematical analysis
6.10.2.1.9.4.1. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.9.4.2. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.9.4.3. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.9.4.4. HAS-PART
belief propagation
6.10.2.1.9.4.5. HAS-PART
network analysis
6.10.2.1.9.4.6. HAS-PART
eigenvector analysis
6.10.2.1.10. HAS-PART
diagnose exceptions
Determine which exceptions are taking place, given the current metrics values.
6.10.2.1.11. HAS-PART
prioritize exceptions
Since exceptions are identified wrt an "ideal" deliberation process, there are likely to be many possible ones in play , more
perhaps than can be handled at one time. For this reason, we need a way to prioritize which exceptions receive more
attention.
6.10.2.1.12. HAS-PART
select handlers
Select which handler, if there are several available, to enact.
6.10.2.1.12.1. IS-REALIZED-BY
exception-specific handler
Pick a handler specific to that exception.
6.10.2.1.12.2. IS-REALIZED-BY
dynamic incentives
harvesters can be guided by dynamic pricing whose prizes reflect what customer wants, or what the attention mediation
algorithms propose
6.10.2.1.12.3. IS-REALIZED-BY
notification
If no more specific handler is available, the default handler is to notify the people who could do something about the
exception.
6.10.2.1.13. HAS-PART
run handlers

Run the selected handler(s) to address the exception
6.10.2.1.14. HAS-PART
learn from experience
i.e. learn how to detect and handle exceptions more effectively over time, based on previous experience.
6.10.2.1.14.1. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.10.2.1.14.2. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.10.2.1.14.3. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.10.2.1.14.4. HAS-PART
collect user feedback
Collect feedback, from participants, on the deliberation process e.g. whether or not different interventions (e.g. attention
notifications) were helpful or not, whether or not a given discussion is proceeding well, etc. learn best metrics based on
relevance feedback from users (i.e. if they thought exceptions were valid, suggestions were useful)
6.10.2.1.14.5. HAS-PART human visual pattern recognition
We can create visualizations of deliberations that were tagged, by participants (e.g. as "productive", "contentious",
"specialized" etc) and ask humans to figure out which patterns in these visualizations help predict which tags. This can
then be the basis of defining new metrics.
6.10.2.1.14.6. HAS-PART
machine learning
Use machine learning algorithms to find the most important metric and most useful handlers, as well as possibly even
learn new better metrics and handlers. use eigenvector analysis to consolidate metrics. • generate new metrics using
recombination and mutation, or by (random) walks through graphs, and then finding the ones that best predict our
quality measures. feed examples of good and bad argument map fragments to a relational learning algorithm, it can find
features that distinguish them - see Abraham Bernstein ESWC-2008 paper on SPARQLML
6.10.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY users don't understand how to use system
Users are lacking information or skills needed to use the social innovation system effectively.
6.10.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY custom training
Users can be pointed to help materials that appear relevant to the problems they seem to be having with using the deliberation
system correctly. See the reasons that moderators have identified for rejecting posts (e.g. improperly unbundled or located), use
this to provide some kind of personalized training for the user - a basis for integrated tutoring system.
6.10.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY slow certification
many moderator iterations are needed for certification of the contributor's posts
6.10.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY high action/output ratio
i.e. users try a lot of edit actions, but produce only a few certified posts as a result
7. REQUIRES good results
The social innovation engagement produces good useful results for the customer.
7.1. HAS-PART complete content
i.e. the deliberation covers all the content that the customer needs
7.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY incomplete content
The social innovation missed some important issues, criteria, ideas, or arguments
7.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY little content for customer "hotted" topics
Customer indicates that given topics need more attention.
7.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY little content for peer "hotted" topics
people add to hot list, score degrades over time and grows with additional endorsements, as a way for contributors to tell peers
about what needs attention
7.2. HAS-PART high-quality content
The quality of the content is high: important issues, relevant criteria, promising ideas, compelling arguments.
7.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY spam
Participants have contributed irrelevant material e.g. sales stuff.
7.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can tag posts that they believe has inappropriate, irrelevant, or redundant content.
7.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY spam detection filters
7.3. HAS-PART easy to find what you need
The desired content of a deliberation can be accessed quickly, easily, and as fully as desired, so it's easy to find the good stuff and know
where to contribute new material as well.
7.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY disorganized map
The summary map for the social innovation is poorly structured, making it hard to find stuff e.g. because it is not arranged as a
hierarchical topic tree.
7.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY measure search times

Measure how long it takes people to properly place a post whose correct location is already known - if they have to do a lot of
searching around to place the post, that suggests the map is poorly organized.
7.3.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY redundancy
Where the same or similar ideas are repeated.
7.3.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY duplicate posts
Check for likely duplicates posts in summary map e.g. using LSA or LDA techniques.
7.3.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY
disincent duplicates
Reduce reputation/contribution scores for users that contribute duplicates
7.3.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
certification process
This is the process whereby moderators do quality control on the posts contributed by the others to the summary map.
7.3.3.1. HAS-PART
acquire post
The moderator acquires a post which requires attention - either a pending post or one that has an unaddressed trouble tag.
7.3.3.1.1. REQUIRES quick certification
... so contributors are not discouraged by how long it takes for their contributions to get "published"
7.3.3.1.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY long queue times
7.3.3.1.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY average wait
Measure average wait time of pending posts on queue before checked by moderator
7.3.3.2. HAS-PART
check for problems
The moderator checks post for problems.
7.3.3.2.1. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.3.3.2.2. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.3.3.2.3. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.3.3.2.4. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.3.3.2.5. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.3.3.2.6. REQUIRES complete and accurate
The moderator finds all the problems, with no false positives.
7.3.3.2.7. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.3.3.2.8. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.3.3.2.9. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.3.3.2.10. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.3.3.2.11. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.3.3.3. HAS-PART
take action
The moderator takes action on the post being checked.
7.3.3.3.1. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.3.3.3.2. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.3.3.3.3. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.3.3.3.4. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.3.3.3.5. REQUIRES correct action
Moderator takes correct action on post.
7.3.3.3.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY moderator bias
The moderator takes punitive action against a post because the moderator is biased against the content or author of the
post.
7.3.3.3.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can post "trouble tags" on posts where they feel moderators are acting improperly.
7.3.3.3.6. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.3.3.3.7. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.3.3.3.8. HAS-PART
de-certify

The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.3.3.3.9. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.3.3.4. REQUIRES skilled moderators
Moderators must be skilled at checking and, if necessary (helping authors to) fix posts so they can be certified.
7.3.3.5. HAS-PART
acquire post
The moderator acquires a post which requires attention - either a pending post or one that has an unaddressed trouble tag.
7.3.3.5.1. REQUIRES quick certification
... so contributors are not discouraged by how long it takes for their contributions to get "published"
7.3.3.5.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY long queue times
7.3.3.5.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY average wait
Measure average wait time of pending posts on queue before checked by moderator
7.3.3.6. HAS-PART
check for problems
The moderator checks post for problems.
7.3.3.6.1. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.3.3.6.2. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.3.3.6.3. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.3.3.6.4. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.3.3.6.5. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.3.3.6.6. REQUIRES complete and accurate
The moderator finds all the problems, with no false positives.
7.3.3.6.7. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.3.3.6.8. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.3.3.6.9. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.3.3.6.10. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.3.3.6.11. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.3.3.7. HAS-PART
take action
The moderator takes action on the post being checked.
7.3.3.7.1. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.3.3.7.2. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.3.3.7.3. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.3.3.7.4. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.3.3.7.5. REQUIRES correct action
Moderator takes correct action on post.
7.3.3.7.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY moderator bias
The moderator takes punitive action against a post because the moderator is biased against the content or author of the
post.
7.3.3.7.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can post "trouble tags" on posts where they feel moderators are acting improperly.
7.3.3.7.6. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.3.3.7.7. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.3.3.7.8. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.3.3.7.9. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post

7.4. HAS-PART complete content
i.e. the deliberation covers all the content that the customer needs
7.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY incomplete content
The social innovation missed some important issues, criteria, ideas, or arguments
7.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY little content for customer "hotted" topics
Customer indicates that given topics need more attention.
7.4.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY little content for peer "hotted" topics
people add to hot list, score degrades over time and grows with additional endorsements, as a way for contributors to tell peers
about what needs attention
7.5. HAS-PART high-quality content
The quality of the content is high: important issues, relevant criteria, promising ideas, compelling arguments.
7.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY spam
Participants have contributed irrelevant material e.g. sales stuff.
7.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can tag posts that they believe has inappropriate, irrelevant, or redundant content.
7.5.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY spam detection filters
7.6. HAS-PART easy to find what you need
The desired content of a deliberation can be accessed quickly, easily, and as fully as desired, so it's easy to find the good stuff and know
where to contribute new material as well.
7.6.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY disorganized map
The summary map for the social innovation is poorly structured, making it hard to find stuff e.g. because it is not arranged as a
hierarchical topic tree.
7.6.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY measure search times
Measure how long it takes people to properly place a post whose correct location is already known - if they have to do a lot of
searching around to place the post, that suggests the map is poorly organized.
7.6.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY redundancy
Where the same or similar ideas are repeated.
7.6.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY duplicate posts
Check for likely duplicates posts in summary map e.g. using LSA or LDA techniques.
7.6.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY
disincent duplicates
Reduce reputation/contribution scores for users that contribute duplicates
7.6.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
certification process
This is the process whereby moderators do quality control on the posts contributed by the others to the summary map.
7.6.3.1. HAS-PART
acquire post
The moderator acquires a post which requires attention - either a pending post or one that has an unaddressed trouble tag.
7.6.3.1.1. REQUIRES quick certification
... so contributors are not discouraged by how long it takes for their contributions to get "published"
7.6.3.1.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY long queue times
7.6.3.1.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY average wait
Measure average wait time of pending posts on queue before checked by moderator
7.6.3.2. HAS-PART
check for problems
The moderator checks post for problems.
7.6.3.2.1. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.6.3.2.2. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.6.3.2.3. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.6.3.2.4. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.6.3.2.5. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.6.3.2.6. REQUIRES complete and accurate
The moderator finds all the problems, with no false positives.
7.6.3.2.7. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.6.3.2.8. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.6.3.2.9. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.6.3.2.10. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.6.3.2.11. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.

7.6.3.3. HAS-PART
take action
The moderator takes action on the post being checked.
7.6.3.3.1. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.6.3.3.2. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.6.3.3.3. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.6.3.3.4. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.6.3.3.5. REQUIRES correct action
Moderator takes correct action on post.
7.6.3.3.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY moderator bias
The moderator takes punitive action against a post because the moderator is biased against the content or author of the
post.
7.6.3.3.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can post "trouble tags" on posts where they feel moderators are acting improperly.
7.6.3.3.6. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.6.3.3.7. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.6.3.3.8. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.6.3.3.9. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.6.3.4. REQUIRES skilled moderators
Moderators must be skilled at checking and, if necessary (helping authors to) fix posts so they can be certified.
7.6.3.5. HAS-PART
acquire post
The moderator acquires a post which requires attention - either a pending post or one that has an unaddressed trouble tag.
7.6.3.5.1. REQUIRES quick certification
... so contributors are not discouraged by how long it takes for their contributions to get "published"
7.6.3.5.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY long queue times
7.6.3.5.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY average wait
Measure average wait time of pending posts on queue before checked by moderator
7.6.3.6. HAS-PART
check for problems
The moderator checks post for problems.
7.6.3.6.1. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.6.3.6.2. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.6.3.6.3. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.6.3.6.4. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.6.3.6.5. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.6.3.6.6. REQUIRES complete and accurate
The moderator finds all the problems, with no false positives.
7.6.3.6.7. HAS-PART
check location
Make sure post is in the right part of the summary argument map.
7.6.3.6.8. HAS-PART
check title
Check if the post title represents a compact accurate summary of post contents
7.6.3.6.9. HAS-PART
check unbundling
Check if the post represents a single issue, criterion, idea, or argument.
7.6.3.6.10. HAS-PART
check substance
check if the posts' content is substantive
7.6.3.6.11. HAS-PART
check relevance
Check if the post is relevant to the topic.
7.6.3.7. HAS-PART
take action
The moderator takes action on the post being checked.
7.6.3.7.1. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post

7.6.3.7.2. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.6.3.7.3. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.6.3.7.4. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
7.6.3.7.5. REQUIRES correct action
Moderator takes correct action on post.
7.6.3.7.5.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY moderator bias
The moderator takes punitive action against a post because the moderator is biased against the content or author of the
post.
7.6.3.7.5.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY trouble tags
Participants can post "trouble tags" on posts where they feel moderators are acting improperly.
7.6.3.7.6. HAS-PART
fix
the moderator fixes (some of) the problems in the post
7.6.3.7.7. HAS-PART
certify
The moderator certifies the post
7.6.3.7.8. HAS-PART
de-certify
The moderator de-certifies the post because it no longer meets the requirements (but leaves it in the map so an author can fix
it).
7.6.3.7.9. HAS-PART
trash
The moderator trashes the post
8. REQUIRES side benefits
The social innovation system has positive impacts other than simply the content it generates e.g. in terms of impact on the participants.
8.1. HAS-PART strengthen community
The user community becomes stronger, i.e. better able to deal with future challenges.
8.1.1. HAS-PART skill development
The community, by virtue of participating in the social innovation system, develops skills that will be valuable in the future.
8.1.2. HAS-PART increased connection
The community members develop an increased sense of connection and trust in each other, which can be helpful for future shared
tasks.
8.1.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY upward acrimony spiral
The level of contention in the community grows due to conflict among members.
8.1.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY longitudinal sentiment analysis
use longitudinal sentiment analysis to detect the trends in "hot talk" e.g. in the form of strong adjectives and swear words and
antonyms see: Determining Modality and Factuality for Text Entailment
8.1.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY divergent vocabularies
The vocabulary used by the participants diverges over time, suggesting that they are not reaching the common ground needed
for effective collaboation.
8.1.2.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY common ground vocabulary
assess trends in how much vocabulary is shared across authors
8.1.3. HAS-PART greater consensus
The community develops a higher level of consensus in terms of issues, criteria, and so on.
8.1.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY polarization
Participant attitudes toward ideas are becoming more, rather than less, divergent.
8.1.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY bimodal ratings histogram
This can be calculated in different ways, e.g. o ratings variance across competing ideas increases over time o average
controversy scores grow over time
8.1.4. HAS-PART improved connectivity
The community members learn more about who the other members are, and what they can do, so they know who to call on for what
purpose in the future.
8.1.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY un-small worlds
It is difficult for participants to find people with relevant interests
8.1.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY social network analysis
look at interaction topology, e.g. for clumps of poorly/non-connected users
8.1.4.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user surveys
8.1.5. HAS-PART skill development
The community, by virtue of participating in the social innovation system, develops skills that will be valuable in the future.
8.1.6. HAS-PART increased connection
The community members develop an increased sense of connection and trust in each other, which can be helpful for future shared
tasks.
8.1.6.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY upward acrimony spiral
The level of contention in the community grows due to conflict among members.
8.1.6.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY longitudinal sentiment analysis

use longitudinal sentiment analysis to detect the trends in "hot talk" e.g. in the form of strong adjectives and swear words and
antonyms see: Determining Modality and Factuality for Text Entailment
8.1.6.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY divergent vocabularies
The vocabulary used by the participants diverges over time, suggesting that they are not reaching the common ground needed
for effective collaboation.
8.1.6.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY common ground vocabulary
assess trends in how much vocabulary is shared across authors
8.1.7. HAS-PART greater consensus
The community develops a higher level of consensus in terms of issues, criteria, and so on.
8.1.7.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY polarization
Participant attitudes toward ideas are becoming more, rather than less, divergent.
8.1.7.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY bimodal ratings histogram
This can be calculated in different ways, e.g. o ratings variance across competing ideas increases over time o average
controversy scores grow over time
8.1.8. HAS-PART improved connectivity
The community members learn more about who the other members are, and what they can do, so they know who to call on for what
purpose in the future.
8.1.8.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY un-small worlds
It is difficult for participants to find people with relevant interests
8.1.8.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY social network analysis
look at interaction topology, e.g. for clumps of poorly/non-connected users
8.1.8.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user surveys
8.2. HAS-PART learn about community
One goal of running deliberations is to get an idea of which people in a community are like in terms of their skills and styles, for future
reference. We might use this information, for example, to set up filters to visualize and search the content maps (e.g. show me only what
4-stars experts think or discard liberal people, etc.)
8.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
self-tagging
We can set up user profiles. In part such profiles could be based on voluntarily provided information upon registration like in
facebook (e.g. through variables like, sex, age, religion, political orientation, profession, etc. – see the “Who I am” example in IBM
beehive). We could think this voluntary profiling as a kind of self-social tagging.
8.2.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY super-users
Find super-users - this with a top-decile level of activity.
8.2.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who likes what
We can learn who supports/attacks what. More often than not people value information depending on how much they are able to
recognize and trust the source.
8.2.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who knows who
An additional source of information for profiling can come from the analysis of the social network to look for things like central
users.
8.2.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who knows what
The system can produce a “who knows what map”, which could be used for example to find the experts and as an incentives for
authors (who are the 4 stars experts in solar energy in this community?). This can be based on authorship info, post ratings, and
content classification. we can do social network analysis to see which users are central in which topics. We can assess how widely
read a person’s contributions are, e.g. in terms of # views #ratings #edits #comments We can look for authors whose content has
survived over the course of multiple edits to posts - cf http//trust.cse.ucsc.edu/.
8.3. HAS-PART strengthen community
The user community becomes stronger, i.e. better able to deal with future challenges.
8.3.1. HAS-PART skill development
The community, by virtue of participating in the social innovation system, develops skills that will be valuable in the future.
8.3.2. HAS-PART increased connection
The community members develop an increased sense of connection and trust in each other, which can be helpful for future shared
tasks.
8.3.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY upward acrimony spiral
The level of contention in the community grows due to conflict among members.
8.3.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY longitudinal sentiment analysis
use longitudinal sentiment analysis to detect the trends in "hot talk" e.g. in the form of strong adjectives and swear words and
antonyms see: Determining Modality and Factuality for Text Entailment
8.3.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY divergent vocabularies
The vocabulary used by the participants diverges over time, suggesting that they are not reaching the common ground needed
for effective collaboation.
8.3.2.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY common ground vocabulary
assess trends in how much vocabulary is shared across authors
8.3.3. HAS-PART greater consensus
The community develops a higher level of consensus in terms of issues, criteria, and so on.
8.3.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY polarization
Participant attitudes toward ideas are becoming more, rather than less, divergent.
8.3.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY bimodal ratings histogram

This can be calculated in different ways, e.g. o ratings variance across competing ideas increases over time o average
controversy scores grow over time
8.3.4. HAS-PART improved connectivity
The community members learn more about who the other members are, and what they can do, so they know who to call on for what
purpose in the future.
8.3.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY un-small worlds
It is difficult for participants to find people with relevant interests
8.3.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY social network analysis
look at interaction topology, e.g. for clumps of poorly/non-connected users
8.3.4.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user surveys
8.3.5. HAS-PART skill development
The community, by virtue of participating in the social innovation system, develops skills that will be valuable in the future.
8.3.6. HAS-PART increased connection
The community members develop an increased sense of connection and trust in each other, which can be helpful for future shared
tasks.
8.3.6.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY upward acrimony spiral
The level of contention in the community grows due to conflict among members.
8.3.6.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY longitudinal sentiment analysis
use longitudinal sentiment analysis to detect the trends in "hot talk" e.g. in the form of strong adjectives and swear words and
antonyms see: Determining Modality and Factuality for Text Entailment
8.3.6.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY divergent vocabularies
The vocabulary used by the participants diverges over time, suggesting that they are not reaching the common ground needed
for effective collaboation.
8.3.6.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY common ground vocabulary
assess trends in how much vocabulary is shared across authors
8.3.7. HAS-PART greater consensus
The community develops a higher level of consensus in terms of issues, criteria, and so on.
8.3.7.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY polarization
Participant attitudes toward ideas are becoming more, rather than less, divergent.
8.3.7.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY bimodal ratings histogram
This can be calculated in different ways, e.g. o ratings variance across competing ideas increases over time o average
controversy scores grow over time
8.3.8. HAS-PART improved connectivity
The community members learn more about who the other members are, and what they can do, so they know who to call on for what
purpose in the future.
8.3.8.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY un-small worlds
It is difficult for participants to find people with relevant interests
8.3.8.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY social network analysis
look at interaction topology, e.g. for clumps of poorly/non-connected users
8.3.8.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user surveys
8.4. HAS-PART learn about community
One goal of running deliberations is to get an idea of which people in a community are like in terms of their skills and styles, for future
reference. We might use this information, for example, to set up filters to visualize and search the content maps (e.g. show me only what
4-stars experts think or discard liberal people, etc.)
8.4.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
self-tagging
We can set up user profiles. In part such profiles could be based on voluntarily provided information upon registration like in
facebook (e.g. through variables like, sex, age, religion, political orientation, profession, etc. – see the “Who I am” example in IBM
beehive). We could think this voluntary profiling as a kind of self-social tagging.
8.4.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY super-users
Find super-users - this with a top-decile level of activity.
8.4.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who likes what
We can learn who supports/attacks what. More often than not people value information depending on how much they are able to
recognize and trust the source.
8.4.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who knows who
An additional source of information for profiling can come from the analysis of the social network to look for things like central
users.
8.4.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY who knows what
The system can produce a “who knows what map”, which could be used for example to find the experts and as an incentives for
authors (who are the 4 stars experts in solar energy in this community?). This can be based on authorship info, post ratings, and
content classification. we can do social network analysis to see which users are central in which topics. We can assess how widely
read a person’s contributions are, e.g. in terms of # views #ratings #edits #comments We can look for authors whose content has
survived over the course of multiple edits to posts - cf http//trust.cse.ucsc.edu/.
9. HAS-PART
define problem(s)
Define the problem(s) that the social innovation engagement is supposed to solve.
9.1. REQUIRES identify issues
Describe the issues that need to be solved e.g. "what can we do to solve climate change"?

9.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing key issues
9.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ask experts
ask experts to pre-populate map with all key issues
9.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Experts assess whether or not map includes all key issues.
9.2. REQUIRES identify criteria
identify the attributes of a good solution to the problem e.g. "limit average global temperature rise to no more than 2 degrees celsius "
9.2.1. HAS-PART identify *only* relevant criteria
Identify only criteria that are relevant/important for this problem - no false positives.
9.2.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY irrelevant criteria
9.2.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY low rating
Criterion has a low rating score.
9.2.2. HAS-PART identify all criteria
Identify all relevant/important criteria for this problem.
9.2.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY parochial criteria
The participants identify only criteria that impact their own self-interest and not common good criteria such as social welfare and
equality.
9.2.3. HAS-PART identify *only* relevant criteria
Identify only criteria that are relevant/important for this problem - no false positives.
9.2.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY irrelevant criteria
9.2.3.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY low rating
Criterion has a low rating score.
9.2.4. HAS-PART identify all criteria
Identify all relevant/important criteria for this problem.
9.2.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY parochial criteria
The participants identify only criteria that impact their own self-interest and not common good criteria such as social welfare and
equality.
10. HAS-PART
identify solutions
Identify candidate solutions for the identified problems.
10.1. REQUIRES high-quality ideas
Existing social media tend to elicit lots of shallow ideas, with highly variable quality and originality. How can we maximize the
proportion of creative, high-quality, deeply considered ideas?
10.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY idea sabotage
People who don't like an idea edit it to make it worse.
10.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY edit wars by partisans
i.e. where someone who doesn't like idea is editing it in conflict with someone who likes the idea. In other words, look for
alternating edits by users that appear to have divergent opinions (based on their rating behavior) about the issue they are
proposing solutions for.
10.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY hub-and-spoke interaction network
Secretive sabotage communication patterns tend towards a hub-and-spoke architecture, as opposed to the network-topology
connectivity that characterizes full open discussion. See: Brandy Aven (2011). The effect of corruption on organizational
networks and individual behavior. Proceedings of the MIT WIDS colloquium (http//wids.lids.mit.edu/).
10.1.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY solo ideation
Authors do not collaborate to refine ideas.
10.1.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY single editor
This post has had only one editor (not counting moderators).
10.1.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY insular ideation
ideas do not build upon one another
10.1.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY no common ground vocabulary
look for growing use of shared words and word clusters within topics, which is a way of assessing whether people are building
ideas by re-combining existing ones.
10.1.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY low idea ratings
The ideas receive low average "promising" rating from the community.
10.2. REQUIRES complete idea space
We want to have a comprehensive picture of the most promising solutions for the problems focused on by the innovation engagement.
10.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY incomplete idea coverage
The deliberation has only incompletely covered the space of potentially relevant ideas for an (important) issue.
10.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention/importance ratio
Measure the ratio of attention to issue importance for issues, and highlight the issues with particularly low scores. Issue
importance can be calculated by accounting for the importance of the parent issues and promise of the parent ideas.
10.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY get n(idea) estimates
Ask users to estimate how many good ideas there are for each issue (e.g. whenever someone creates an issue, or adds an idea to
an issue, or even views an issue). The average of that number gives the standard, and we flag an exception if we are
substantially below that number of ideas for an issue.
10.2.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY ask expert panel

An expert panel assess whether or not the idea space is covered fully (for a given issue).
10.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY creativity stagnation
Few novel/interesting ideas are being generated as proposed solutions for a problem.
10.2.2.1. IS-CAUSED-BY idea groupthink
groupthink can be defined as a group dedicating the bulk of its attention to refining a single idea, often the first one endorsed by
an influential figure, rather than comparing several alternatives in depth.
10.2.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention narrowing
we can measure when one idea under an issue is receiving the bulk of the community’s attention (views, rates, edits and
additions) while competing ideas and their underlying arguments remain largely untouched
10.2.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY count # ideas rated as novel
Participants assign a degree of novelty (High, Average and Low) to the posted ideas. The degree of novelty of an issue is the
max value attributed to each idea associated to that issue. The degree of novelty of an idea is the average degree of novelty
assigned by the crowd to the idea.
10.2.2.3. IS-HANDLED-BY low vocabulary diversity
We can measure the use of shared vocabulary in the ideas for a given issue. If there is heavy use of shared terminology, this
suggests that the ideas are only moderately diverse. Ideas that are truly diverse will tend to use different vocabulary to express
them. In other words, look for ideas that are quite different, in terms of the word frequency statistics, from the other ideas (for
that part of the map). We can use LSA or LDA or other document similarity algorithms for this purpose.
10.2.2.4. IS-HANDLED-BY idea GA
Usually a solution consists of a *package* of interrelated ideas, so the complete solution space will consist of different
combinations of "atomic" ideas. These recombinant space can of course be vast, however, so in practice we must focus on only
"promising" packages if at all possible. We can use a GA approach to draw people towards posts. People can score posts on
creativity vs. practicality, and weight creativity more at first, practicality more as we near the final point using latent semantic
analysis to help identify out-of-box posts and give them higher fitness scores - to maintain diversity. The system can also point
people to pairs of ideas - e.g. ideas for different parts of a system, or different ideas for the same subsystem – and suggest they
create a new idea based on these existing ones. This has the advantage that we interleave generation and evaluation to help
produce a more efficient process (as opposed to generate everything first, and then evaluate the whole redundant mess). The
system can suggest users look at combinations that will speed that search for optimal idea combinations when issues are
interdependent and utility functions are therefore nonlinear. This can be based on techniques for simulated annealing, creating
sub-negotiations for tightly-interdependent issue clusters, etc.
10.2.2.5. IS-HANDLED-BY "red herrings"
Use "out of the box" prompts to help break a creative deadlock e.g.: • oblique strategy cards (phrases or cryptic remarks) •
randomly selected ideas from the summary map • ideas selected from areas/people the author has heretofore ignored
11. HAS-PART
evaluate solutions
evaluate solutions with respect to the goals identified for the deliberation
11.1. REQUIRES high-quality evaluation
The evaluation provides accurate assessments of the worth of proposed solutions.
11.1.1. HAS-PART users understand content
Users understand the content of the map well enough to offer informed evaluations of the ideas described therein.
11.1.1.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
narrative summaries
Convert argmaps into easy-to-follow narrative summaries that make it easier for evaluators to see the key points they need to.
Perhaps we can do so taking advantage of rhetorical structure theory?
11.1.2. HAS-PART complete argumentation
i.e. the evaluation includes a comprehensive overview of the arguments for and against each proposed solution idea
11.1.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing arguments
An idea is missing some important arguments for or against it.
11.1.2.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY self-focused
The participants generate arguments that refer to criteria that concern them personally, but not those that impact welfare for
other groups.
11.1.2.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY neglected criteria
Few/no arguments have been created that evaluate a given idea with respect to one of the solution criteria for that problem.
11.1.2.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY few/no arguments
i.e. there are (important) ideas that have few or no arguments attached to them
11.1.2.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY unbalanced arguments
There is a large imbalance in the number of pros and cons in the debate over an idea.
11.1.2.1.5. IS-HANDLED-BY few people contributed arguments
11.1.2.1.6. IS-HANDLED-BY idea/argument rating disconnect
We can use such techniques as Bayesian inference (Bolstad, 2010) to propagate a user’s ratings for arguments up the
argument map to predict how the user should have rated the ideas these arguments address. If there is a large divergence
between a user’s predicted and actual ratings for an idea, that suggests that the user has not yet entered arguments that are
compelling to him or her. A suggestion is to show users the possible misalignment between popularity ratings assigned freely
by users and computed scores based on the structure of arguments and how much underlying pros and cons are supported.
The gap can be used also as an incentive to users: a popular idea with poor computed score should invite its supporters to
provide new arguments or improve the existing ones.
11.1.3. HAS-PART high-quality argumentation
The arguments entered in the summary map are well-founded.
11.1.3.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY false premises

the arguments made are based on false premises
11.1.3.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY argument sabotage
Someone who disagrees with an argument edits it to sabotage it, rather than (properly) simply downrating or arguing against
it.
11.1.3.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY argument edit wars
assess the prevalence of edit wars (rapid alternating rollbacks) in the post edit histories – esp. by people who take
differing positions on the issues they are editing arguments for. see ZIF workshop paper by János Kertész, Budapest:
Edit wars on the Wikipedia:. an interesting measure for wikipedia article controversiality = # mutual reverts by more
established user accounts (discounting young vandals)
11.1.3.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY low argument ratings
An argument got a low average rating from the community.
11.1.3.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Expert(s) judged that the argument is ill-founded.
11.1.3.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect inference
the arguments made are based on logical fallacies
11.1.3.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY automated feedback
The use of artificial intelligence techniques holds promise to increase the effectiveness of argumentation systems by
automatically analyzing user actions and providing supportive feedback. see:
http//www.ascilite.org.au/ajet/ajet25/butchart.pdf Mclaren, B. M., Scheuer, O., & Mikšátko, J. (2010). Supporting
collaborative learning and e-Discussions using artificial intelligence techniques. International Journal of Artificial Intelligence
in Education, 20(1)(1), 1-46. Scheuer, O., McLaren, B. M., Loll, F., & Pinkwart, N. (2012). Automated Analysis and
Feedback Techniques to Support Argumentation: A Survey. In: N. Pinkwart, & B. M. McLaren (Eds.), Educational
Technologies for Teaching Argumentation Skills (pp. 71–124). Bentham Science Publishers.
11.1.3.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert judgment
Expert(s) judge that the inference is faulty.
11.1.4. HAS-PART high-quality ratings
The community ratings for the argument map contents (i.e. whether issues are relevant, criteria are important, ideas are promising,
arguments are compelling) are accurate.
11.1.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few ratings
There are too few ratings for a post to draw reliable conclusions about how the community judges it's value.
11.1.4.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY dishonest ratings
Ratings are dishonest.
11.1.4.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY rating inconsistency
A participant gives inconsistent ratings e.g. they rate the arguments supporting an idea highly, but give the idea itself a poor
rating.
11.1.4.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect ratings
the user's ratings for the posts are incorrect
11.1.4.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY missing suppoprt
someone gave a strong + or - rating without a backup argument that they authored or highly rated. This can take several
levels, according to the Discourse Quality Index (Jurgen Steiner): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for
example, merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a
wonderful or a terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies
only with illustrations why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done. But no linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done, and a linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be
done and for at least reasons a linkage is made with X.
11.1.4.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY ignored arguments
User did not attend to (read, rate) arguments when rating posts impacted by these arguments
11.1.4.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY irrational ratings
see how well a model of rational rating predicts user’s ratings. We can use knowledge about map structure to infer what a
user's rating for a post "should" be given their ratings for posts below it in tree. For example, with mutex ideas, a rate for X
is probably a rate against alternative to X.
11.1.5. HAS-PART users understand content
Users understand the content of the map well enough to offer informed evaluations of the ideas described therein.
11.1.5.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY
narrative summaries
Convert argmaps into easy-to-follow narrative summaries that make it easier for evaluators to see the key points they need to.
Perhaps we can do so taking advantage of rhetorical structure theory?
11.1.6. HAS-PART complete argumentation
i.e. the evaluation includes a comprehensive overview of the arguments for and against each proposed solution idea
11.1.6.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY missing arguments
An idea is missing some important arguments for or against it.
11.1.6.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY self-focused
The participants generate arguments that refer to criteria that concern them personally, but not those that impact welfare for
other groups.
11.1.6.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY neglected criteria
Few/no arguments have been created that evaluate a given idea with respect to one of the solution criteria for that problem.
11.1.6.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY few/no arguments

i.e. there are (important) ideas that have few or no arguments attached to them
11.1.6.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY unbalanced arguments
There is a large imbalance in the number of pros and cons in the debate over an idea.
11.1.6.1.5. IS-HANDLED-BY few people contributed arguments
11.1.6.1.6. IS-HANDLED-BY idea/argument rating disconnect
We can use such techniques as Bayesian inference (Bolstad, 2010) to propagate a user’s ratings for arguments up the
argument map to predict how the user should have rated the ideas these arguments address. If there is a large divergence
between a user’s predicted and actual ratings for an idea, that suggests that the user has not yet entered arguments that are
compelling to him or her. A suggestion is to show users the possible misalignment between popularity ratings assigned freely
by users and computed scores based on the structure of arguments and how much underlying pros and cons are supported.
The gap can be used also as an incentive to users: a popular idea with poor computed score should invite its supporters to
provide new arguments or improve the existing ones.
11.1.7. HAS-PART high-quality argumentation
The arguments entered in the summary map are well-founded.
11.1.7.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY false premises
the arguments made are based on false premises
11.1.7.1.1. IS-CAUSED-BY argument sabotage
Someone who disagrees with an argument edits it to sabotage it, rather than (properly) simply downrating or arguing against
it.
11.1.7.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY argument edit wars
assess the prevalence of edit wars (rapid alternating rollbacks) in the post edit histories – esp. by people who take
differing positions on the issues they are editing arguments for. see ZIF workshop paper by János Kertész, Budapest:
Edit wars on the Wikipedia:. an interesting measure for wikipedia article controversiality = # mutual reverts by more
established user accounts (discounting young vandals)
11.1.7.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY low argument ratings
An argument got a low average rating from the community.
11.1.7.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY expert evaluation
Expert(s) judged that the argument is ill-founded.
11.1.7.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect inference
the arguments made are based on logical fallacies
11.1.7.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY automated feedback
The use of artificial intelligence techniques holds promise to increase the effectiveness of argumentation systems by
automatically analyzing user actions and providing supportive feedback. see:
http//www.ascilite.org.au/ajet/ajet25/butchart.pdf Mclaren, B. M., Scheuer, O., & Mikšátko, J. (2010). Supporting
collaborative learning and e-Discussions using artificial intelligence techniques. International Journal of Artificial Intelligence
in Education, 20(1)(1), 1-46. Scheuer, O., McLaren, B. M., Loll, F., & Pinkwart, N. (2012). Automated Analysis and
Feedback Techniques to Support Argumentation: A Survey. In: N. Pinkwart, & B. M. McLaren (Eds.), Educational
Technologies for Teaching Argumentation Skills (pp. 71–124). Bentham Science Publishers.
11.1.7.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY expert judgment
Expert(s) judge that the inference is faulty.
11.1.8. HAS-PART high-quality ratings
The community ratings for the argument map contents (i.e. whether issues are relevant, criteria are important, ideas are promising,
arguments are compelling) are accurate.
11.1.8.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY too few ratings
There are too few ratings for a post to draw reliable conclusions about how the community judges it's value.
11.1.8.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY dishonest ratings
Ratings are dishonest.
11.1.8.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY rating inconsistency
A participant gives inconsistent ratings e.g. they rate the arguments supporting an idea highly, but give the idea itself a poor
rating.
11.1.8.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY incorrect ratings
the user's ratings for the posts are incorrect
11.1.8.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY missing suppoprt
someone gave a strong + or - rating without a backup argument that they authored or highly rated. This can take several
levels, according to the Discourse Quality Index (Jurgen Steiner): (1) The speaker does not present any arguments (asks, for
example, merely for additional information) (2) The speaker only says that X should or should not be done, that it is a
wonderful or a terrible idea, etc.. But no reason is given for why X should or should not be done. (3) The speaker justifies
only with illustrations why X should or should not be done. (4) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done. But no linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (5) The speaker gives a reason Y why X should or should not
be done, and a linkage is made why Y will contribute to X. (6) The speaker gives at least two reasons why X should be
done and for at least reasons a linkage is made with X.
11.1.8.3.2. IS-HANDLED-BY ignored arguments
User did not attend to (read, rate) arguments when rating posts impacted by these arguments
11.1.8.3.3. IS-HANDLED-BY irrational ratings
see how well a model of rational rating predicts user’s ratings. We can use knowledge about map structure to infer what a
user's rating for a post "should" be given their ratings for posts below it in tree. For example, with mutex ideas, a rate for X
is probably a rate against alternative to X.

11.2. REQUIRES complete evaluation
All the (promising) ideas are evaluated.
11.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY evaluation groupthink
everybody quickly converges to evaluating a very small set of ideas for an issue, ignoring the rest
11.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY attention narrowing
we can measure when one idea under an issue is receiving the bulk of the community’s argumentation and rating while
competing ideas are neglected
12. HAS-PART
select best solution
12.1. REQUIRES outcome is broadly accepted
12.1.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY divisive issues
12.1.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY highlight cross-cutting arguments
Highlight existing arguments that appeal across balkanized groups in order to help develop increased consensus.
12.1.1.2. IS-HANDLED-BY high pro/con activity
do a histogram of activity level for different post types and see if pros and cons are unusually frequent
12.1.1.3. IS-HANDLED-BY balkanizing issues
we can use latent semantic indexing or principal components analysis or the like to find which are the issue sets that most divide
people into clusters. A principal components analysis could help find, in effect, the fault lines in a debate, the sets of issues that
most tend to divide people. We could find, for example, that abortion and gun control and school vouchers are highly divisive
issues but if people agree on one of those issues they tend to agree on all the others well. We can then ask: what do these issues
have in common? What underlying motivation or belief do they reflect? How can we attempt to reduce polarization along this
dimension?
12.1.1.4. IS-HANDLED-BY issues with high/growing rating variance
where there are many arguments and contributors but no clear preponderance of highly-rated pros or cons
12.1.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY many disaffected participants
There are many deliberation participants who feel the selected outcome is unacceptable.
12.1.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
resolve: identify commonalities among participants
cf Terry Steichen's work (the TopicCentral system) on finding commonalities in different people's favored portions of the
deliberation map.
12.1.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY
resolve: engage conflict resolution experts
identified perhaps using analytics applied to deliberation summary?
12.2. REQUIRES solution map is mature
i.e. there is sufficient coverage of the issues, ideas, and arguments to make a decision
12.2.1. IS-ACHIEVED-BY author/moderator activity dropoff
If the fraction of author vs moderator contributions to a discussion drops, this suggests that the discussion is losing steam - it is only
kept active by the effort of the moderators.
12.2.2. IS-ACHIEVED-BY six hats
Assess whether the problem solving session has progressed through a complete \"six hats\" program: Blue, White, Green, Red,
Yellow, Black, which can be mapped to an argument map setting as follows:
Thinking (Blue) - thinking about thinking, process issues
Information: (White) - considering what information is available, what are the facts? provide details on the issues (= problems
to be solved)
Creativity (Green) - statements of provocation and investigation, seeing where a thought goes (= propose ideas)
Good points judgment (Yellow) - logic applied to identifying benefits, seeking harmony (= identifying pros)
Bad points judgment (Black) - logic applied to identifying flaws or barriers, seeking mismatch (= identifying cons)
Emotions (Red) - instinctive gut reaction or statements of emotional feeling (but not any justification) (=> ratings? comments?)
indicative of final stage - detected using prevalence of emotive words?
wikipedia article
12.2.3. IS-ACHIEVED-BY "full" map topology
map is both sufficiently bushy and deep.
12.2.4. IS-ACHIEVED-BY completes narrative template
The customer specifies the kind of narrative they want i.e. the main questions, the depth of argumentation, the breadth of options etc
The system evaluates how far the argument map has gone to enabling that narrative, and asks the crowd to focus on the areas that
yet need to be filled in. See work on rhetorical structures e.g.
http//www.cs.columbia.edu/~kathy/NLP/ClassSlides/Slides09/Class20-Discourse/my-discourse.pdf
12.2.5. IS-ACHIEVED-BY lifecycle stages
There are many different possible models of the life stages a deliberation goes through as it matures. These include: • evolve from
defining issues to proposing ideas to identifying increasingly broad and deep trees of pro and con arguments • evolve from creating
new posts, to refining them, followed eventually by relative quiescence • opinion churn (i.e. whether the highest-rated ideas for
individuals, as well as the community as a whole, are still changing rapidly or not) moderates as we reach the end of the lifecycle. •
community support (as assessed by idea and arg ratings) concentrates on a few strongly supported ideas (lots of high ratings) •
deliberation goes through the stages of preach to crowd, angry debunkers, filling in implicit support with reasoned data-based
responses, irrelevant bored commentaryF • map growth tends to follow an S-shaped curve: map may be reaching maturity when slope
decreases. http//crowdresearch.org/blog/?
p=4602&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+FollowTheCrowd+%28Follow+the+Crowd%29
12.3. REQUIRES

high-quality votes

i.e. they reflect the user's best judgment about which selection to make
12.3.1. HAS-PART votes are truthful
12.3.2. HAS-PART votes are rational
i.e. they represent a logically consistent response to all the relevant ideas and arguments (as opposed to some kind of bias)
12.3.2.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY ignore higher-level context
Users make decisions for low-level issues with taking into account higher-level issues and decisions that should have a major
impact.
12.3.2.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
avoid: encourage hierarchical rating
vote/rate on abstraction before voting on details
12.3.2.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY hedgehog voter
The voter has ignored ideas or arguments that should be relevant to the issue they voted on. We can call this the "hedgehog"
exception, after Philip Tetlock, who pointed out that some people ("hedgehogs") only pay attention to a subset of information
that is close to their original point of view (see Zaller), while other roam the information space more broadly ("foxes").
12.3.2.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY opinion shift
If a user has substantially changed his ratings about ideas and arguments, this suggests he/she is open to being influenced by
new information and perspectives.
12.3.2.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user saw relevant posts
Check if user has not read or rated relevant ideas and arguments under the issue he/she is voting on.
12.3.2.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY voting cascades
It has been shown that when people are asked to rate competing ideas, if they can see the ratings made to date (e.g. they see the
ideas in popularity-sorted order), then the first ideas that happen to get a rating advantage tend to become the eventual winners—
they “lock in” to the winning position—even if they are worse than ideas that appeared later or started with lower ratings
(Salganik et al., 2006). its is therefore a problem if people vote for ideas based on their popularity (i.e. based on how many other
people have voted for them) rather than their inherent merits.
12.3.2.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ratings lock
check whether the popularity order for a set of competing ideas remains relatively unchanged as the deliberation progresses
12.3.2.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY bias
participants is biased towards a given decision irregardless of arguments and other alternatives
12.3.2.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY motivated position change
We can assess degree of bas by measuring whether users change their position through the course of the deliberation, or not.
This can have several levels, according to Jurgen Steiner's Discourse Quality Index: (1) The speaker indicates a change of
position. Gives as reason for change arguments heard during the experiment. (2) The speaker indicates a change of position.
Does not refer to arguments heard during the experiment. (3) The speaker does not indicate a change in position. But does
acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment. (4) The speaker does not indicate a change of
position. And does not acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment.
12.3.2.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY coherence theory
Can we use coherence theory, applied to the posts that the user ranked highly and thus presumably used in their decision, to
assess the logical coherence of their votes? See http://www.iiia.csic.es/~joseph/index2.html
12.3.2.4.3. IS-HANDLED-BY rating disconnect
Assuming all the key arguments have be entered i.e. the map is mature: the user selects an idea that doesn't make sense given
the ratings he/she gave to their underlying arguments and the competing ideas.
12.3.3. HAS-PART votes are truthful
12.3.4. HAS-PART votes are rational
i.e. they represent a logically consistent response to all the relevant ideas and arguments (as opposed to some kind of bias)
12.3.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY ignore higher-level context
Users make decisions for low-level issues with taking into account higher-level issues and decisions that should have a major
impact.
12.3.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY
avoid: encourage hierarchical rating
vote/rate on abstraction before voting on details
12.3.4.2. IS-VIOLATED-BY hedgehog voter
The voter has ignored ideas or arguments that should be relevant to the issue they voted on. We can call this the "hedgehog"
exception, after Philip Tetlock, who pointed out that some people ("hedgehogs") only pay attention to a subset of information
that is close to their original point of view (see Zaller), while other roam the information space more broadly ("foxes").
12.3.4.2.1. IS-HANDLED-BY opinion shift
If a user has substantially changed his ratings about ideas and arguments, this suggests he/she is open to being influenced by
new information and perspectives.
12.3.4.2.2. IS-HANDLED-BY user saw relevant posts
Check if user has not read or rated relevant ideas and arguments under the issue he/she is voting on.
12.3.4.3. IS-VIOLATED-BY voting cascades
It has been shown that when people are asked to rate competing ideas, if they can see the ratings made to date (e.g. they see the
ideas in popularity-sorted order), then the first ideas that happen to get a rating advantage tend to become the eventual winners—
they “lock in” to the winning position—even if they are worse than ideas that appeared later or started with lower ratings
(Salganik et al., 2006). its is therefore a problem if people vote for ideas based on their popularity (i.e. based on how many other
people have voted for them) rather than their inherent merits.
12.3.4.3.1. IS-HANDLED-BY ratings lock
check whether the popularity order for a set of competing ideas remains relatively unchanged as the deliberation progresses

12.3.4.4. IS-VIOLATED-BY bias
participants is biased towards a given decision irregardless of arguments and other alternatives
12.3.4.4.1. IS-HANDLED-BY motivated position change
We can assess degree of bas by measuring whether users change their position through the course of the deliberation, or not.
This can have several levels, according to Jurgen Steiner's Discourse Quality Index: (1) The speaker indicates a change of
position. Gives as reason for change arguments heard during the experiment. (2) The speaker indicates a change of position.
Does not refer to arguments heard during the experiment. (3) The speaker does not indicate a change in position. But does
acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment. (4) The speaker does not indicate a change of
position. And does not acknowledge the value of other positions heard during the experiment.
12.3.4.4.2. IS-HANDLED-BY coherence theory
Can we use coherence theory, applied to the posts that the user ranked highly and thus presumably used in their decision, to
assess the logical coherence of their votes? See http://www.iiia.csic.es/~joseph/index2.html
12.3.4.4.3. IS-HANDLED-BY rating disconnect
Assuming all the key arguments have be entered i.e. the map is mature: the user selects an idea that doesn't make sense given
the ratings he/she gave to their underlying arguments and the competing ideas.
12.4. REQUIRES sufficient votes
sufficient votes are available to fully, and fairly, capture the wisdom and preferences of the voters.
12.4.1. IS-VIOLATED-BY insufficient votes
There is insufficient preference information (in terms of votes or ratings) to pick a clear winner among the solution ideas.
12.4.1.1. IS-HANDLED-BY confidence analysis
Can we do an analysis to determine which ideas need to be assessed more completely in order to allow high-confidence
selections of top-level solution ideas? Would we need some kind of confidence interval analysis? Could this be calculated based
just on simple ratings, or would people need to express confidence scores for their ratings (e.g. very sure, not very sure).It would
make sense to take into account the controversiality of the ideas e.g. if an idea is controversial, we would probably want to get
more ratings for it to be more sure that people really prefer it (or not).
12.5. REQUIRES votes aggregated properly
12.5.1. HAS-PART representative
i.e. the decision created by aggregating the group's vote should represent what most individuals wanted
12.5.2. HAS-PART fair
12.5.3. HAS-PART representative
i.e. the decision created by aggregating the group's vote should represent what most individuals wanted
12.5.4. HAS-PART fair
13. HAS-PART
Enact solution
13.1. REQUIRES feasible solution
The solution is a feasible one (i.e. can be implemented).
13.2. REQUIRES commitment to action
In social media, participation is high but incitement to action is historically low. Online debate and deliberation tools are populate by
enthusiasts who have interest in the subject, spend time and efforts into debating it, but have not yet committed into taking action. How
do we engage enthusiast/motivated audiences to translate the emerging trends and patterns into concrete actions to lead to further
change?

